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Many challenges still exist in finding ways to measure the impact of informal learning environments. Much of the research that does exist is anecdotal in nature and examines engagement by intuition or informal feedback. The purpose of this concurrent mixed methods study was to better understand engagement and learning by converging both quantitative and qualitative data. In the study, an observation protocol was used to measure the engagement levels of children in a museum makerspace, and field notes were collected to explore the context in which this engagement takes place. The observation protocol used in this dissertation was the Visitor Based Learning Framework (VBLF) developed by Barriault and Pearson (2010) to generate insights into the impact of science center exhibits on visitor learning experiences. Participants of this study include child-parent/guardian pairs who visited the chosen museum setting during its makerspace hours. The study asks (1) at what levels, based on the VBLF, do children engage with the makerspace exhibit in the museum; (2) what relationships exist between engagement levels and age and gender; and (3) how do makerspace engagement levels compare to average engagement levels of traditional museum exhibits. In addition to the quantitative
data collected from the observation protocol instrument, qualitative field notes helped to contextualize the quantitative data. The study showed that breakthrough engagement was where it was expected to be based on previous research, at 51%, though this was not statistically significant. However, qualitative data helped provide insight into factors that influenced breakthrough levels, such as parent dialogue, participant interest in the activity, and facilitator knowledge. This demonstrates a similarity to traditional museum exhibits in that some makerspace activities will bring a majority of participants to the breakthrough level while others will not. The findings also show that while this instrument can determine the effectiveness of individual makerspace activities in allowing participants to reach breakthrough engagement levels, it cannot determine the effectiveness of the makerspace overall without consideration for the individual activities taking place and other critical factors that are not assessed by the instrument.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION OF THE STUDY

Statement of the Problem

The Partnership for 21st Century Skills (2011) explains in their Framework for 21st Century Learning that in order for students to succeed in the new global economy, they must learn essential skills such as creativity and innovation, critical thinking and problem solving, and communication and collaboration within the context of their core knowledge. Yet, Pajak, Stotko, and Masci (2007) argue that when it comes to teaching, “the innovation, creativity, and democratic goals of caring, inventing, and inspiring teachers are usually de-emphasized or even implicitly discouraged” (p. 113). While the authors strive to make an argument for the ways in which we might be able to make some progress in the formal education setting by placing more value on those diverse teaching styles, they fail to examine the important role informal learning environments such as museums, zoos, science centers, and aquaria play in the development of these skills.

Qualities such as innovation, creativity, and collaboration are staples of informal learning environments (Bailey et al., 2016). In relation to science, these qualities manifest themselves in activities that aim to integrate disciplines, such as Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics (STEM) in education. In these informal spaces, resources for learning are incredibly diverse, allowing the opportunity to capture the interest of every learner (Harlow, 2012). For example, Falk and Adelman (2003) conducted a study
of aquarium visitors. They found that people who went into the aquarium with little or no interest in conservation left with higher interest after visiting a conservation exhibit within the aquarium. Enjoyment and interest in science are often at the center of informal science design and have been found to influence attention, goals, and conceptual knowledge (Harlow, 2012; Hidi & Renninger, 2006). Furthermore, informal learning environments can also have a positive influence on interest and career choice, even after a single informal learning experience, by increasing student attitude toward science and making children more interested in potential STEM careers (Noel-Storr, Mitchell, & Drobnes, 2010; Bailey et al., 2016).

Most of the research surrounding informal science supports the idea that the informal learning environment is a rich source for nurturing curiosity, motivation, and attitudes toward science, and that it generates excitement and enthusiasm among its visitors (Bell et al., 2009; Braund & Reiss, 2004; Griffin, 2004; Stocklmayer & Gilbert, 2002). Yet, measuring the learning that occurs and the impact of informal environments is incredibly challenging. Barriault and Pearson (2010) explain that “it cannot be accomplished with the same methods that are used in formal instructional settings where participation is mandatory and the learning objectives are explicit and strongly focused on cognitive gains” (p. 91). As such, assessments of the contributions of informal learning environments to student learning and development do not occur as often as they should. And even if they do take place, the instruments used in measuring their effect are often time-, and money-, intensive (Barriault & Pearson, 2010, p. 91).
Purpose of the Study

Challenges exist in finding ways to measure the impact of informal learning environments. Much of the research that does exist is anecdotal in nature and examines engagement by intuition or informal feedback (Jensen, 2014). Children’s museums in particular are prone to this, adding new exhibits and programs often based simply on visitor or parental feedback, or based on trending programs in other museums (Family Learning Forum, 2013). For example, the popularity of the maker movement, a grassroots movement of innovation in which communities are coming together to freely share ideas and create new things, has led to the development of many makerspaces within Children’s museums. According to Mark Hatch (2014), CEO and founder of TechShop, a makerspace is defined as “a center or workspace where like-minded people get together to make things (p. 13). They range from highly-technical, such as 3D printing and lathe machinery, to craft-oriented such as sewing, to mechanical skill-focused, such as building with wood and nails. In many of the Children’s Museums that I have visited, the makerspace typically consists of work benches with tools. Visitors can use any materials they can find in the space to create whatever they want. Sometimes programming accompanies the makerspaces, but often visitors are provided open access. Prompts and examples are often provided for those who need some help getting started with their creations. In addition, some makerspaces have visitors building their own individual projects while others have collaborative projects that visitors can add onto within the space.

Understanding how students are becoming engaged outside of the formal education environment is even more important given that high-stakes testing has led to a
narrowing of curricular content, fragmentation of subject-area knowledge, and increased reliance on teacher-centered pedagogies (Au, 2007). Furthermore, as the makerspace movement continues to grow, it is important to identify whether there are useful benefits for including makerspaces, which tend to be a resource- and time-intensive exhibit in Children’s Museums (Halverson & Sheridan, 2014). Makerspaces in museums such as the Children’s Museum of Pittsburgh and the New York Hall of Science have shown how the maker movement can be accessible to young people and families, and their “focus on maker culture is a natural extension of a long-standing emphasis on learning-by-doing in art and science” (Halverson & Sheridan, 2014, p. 499). However, few of these spaces are being studied for their impact.

Given the relatively new inclusion of makerspaces in Children’s Museums and the lack of research that currently exists, a number of questions arise. Understanding the level of engagement with the makerspace will help us to better understand how learning might be occurring in museum makerspaces and provide guidance for the effectiveness of future exhibits without the need for programmatic and staff-intensive scaffolding. Additionally, understanding how demographic characteristics influence engagement outcomes will provide insight into the need for potential interventions or models for success. Therefore, the purpose of this concurrent mixed methods study was to better understand engagement and learning by converging both quantitative and qualitative data.

**Methodology**

In the study, an observation protocol developed by Barriault and Pearson (2010) known as the Visitor Based Learning Framework (VBLF) was used to measure the
engagement levels of children in a museum makerspace. At the same time, field notes were collected to explore the context in which this engagement takes place. The following research questions were used to guide this study:

1. At what levels, based on the VBLF, do children engage with the makerspace exhibit in the museum?

2. What relationships exist between engagement levels and age and gender?

3. How do makerspace engagement levels compare to average engagement levels of traditional museum exhibits?

Because of its ability to allow for an expansion of understanding from one method to another, and because they present the ability to converge or confirm findings from different data sources (Creswell, 2003), a mixed-method approach is the best method for answering these research questions and was chosen for this study.

In addition to the observational data collected for the visitor based learning framework, detailed field notes were recorded for the visitors for the duration of their time in the makerspace exhibit. In these field notes, observations on interaction and engagement were recorded, along with dialogue and activity. Analysis focused on repeating themes that emerged over the course of the observations. According to Mack, et. al. (2005), field notes should be a record of what you experience and learned from your observation of others, and they should include behaviors, reactions, conversations, physical gestures, and other detailed observations of your participants in order to complete a full picture of the experience (p. 21). In this study, the makerspace themes changed every week or two. In total, five different themes were observed: pollinators, hydraulics, open lab, squishy circuit, and stop-motion animation. As a result, the field
notes on the first day of a new theme were more detailed in order to describe the new setting and focus of activities. After the initial description, field notes were focused less on the specific activity taking place and more on the visitor’s encounter with that activity.

**Definition of Terms**

To address these research questions, it is important to understand some key terminology for this study. The paragraphs that follow provide definitions and background information for the informal learning environment, makerspaces and the maker movement, and the visitor based learning framework, within the context of this study.

**Informal Learning Environment**

The literature presents a variety of ways to define the informal learning environment, and often researchers take slightly different approaches that will suit the needs of their study. Informal learning is almost always defined in opposition to the formal learning environment, representing any kind of learning that is taking place outside of a formal classroom. Sometimes the environment is defined based on the kinds of learning and activities taking place. Research has been conducted on informal learning environments such as field trips (Griffin & Symington, 1997; Rix & McSorley, 1999), scouting activities (Jarman, 2005), summer enrichment programs (Jones, 1997), science practices at home (Hall & Schaverien, 2001), and family visits to museums (Ash, 2004), to name a few.

Even the terminology used has its own variability. For instance, research shows only slight differences, and often interchangeability, between informal, non-formal, and free-choice learning. The majority of the literature seems to embrace the definition of
informal learning provided by Falk and Dierking (2000), two prominent researchers in the field, who describe it as one in which “learning tends to be non-linear, is personally motivated, and involves considerable choice on the part of the learner as to what to learn, as well as where and when to participate in learning” (as cited in Barriault & Pearson, 2010, p. 13). According to Barriault and Pearson (2010), these environments, which include spaces such as museums, science centers, zoos, and aquaria, often offer real-world examples of science and explorations of phenomena, where "people can pursue and develop science interests, engage in science inquiry, and reflect on their experiences through sense-making conversations" (p. 91). The definition of the informal learning environment is further expanded by researchers Storksdieck, Jones, Falk, and Alpert (2002), who demonstrate that "the free-choice learning sector affords people the opportunity for lifelong, voluntary, intrinsically motivated and largely self-chosen and self-controlled learning" (p. 5). Ultimately, despite the nuanced range of venues, learners, objectives, and even definitions, all informal learning research is united by the idea that such learning occurs as opportunities beyond the formal education environment (Phipps, 2010).

Given that informal learning is often positioned as “not” formal learning, it is important to recognize how the informal environment is different from the formal environment. As Castle (2006) explains, "While not a school, a museum does encompass deliberately educational activities. A museum can be said to have a curriculum in the broadest sense of the word—curriculum as a medium by which educators attempt to represent what happens or what ought to happen in educational practice and how it is to be achieved" (p. 123). That being said, the formal classroom does not always offer the
flexibility necessary to promote educational goals in the way that an informal environment can. Paris (1997) explains, "it is ironic that one of the goals of education is to foster independent learning, yet students are often given few opportunities to select and control their own learning environments" (p. 24).

Control of the learning environment is important not only for interest and attitude toward science but also for content knowledge acquisition. When a visitor is interested in a topic, he or she is more likely to interact longer and take away more information than when that visitor is not interested in that topic or exhibit (Paris, 1997). Most people learn and understand science not from the formal environment but rather from outside of school (Storksdieck, Jones, Falk, & Alpert, 2002; National Science Board, 1998). As a result, "informal science education centers such as science museums have taken an increasingly important leadership role in complementing the role of school curricula and the popular media in informing K-12 students and the public on areas of scientific knowledge and research" (Storksdieck, Jones, Falk, & Alpert, 2002, p. 3).

Qualities such as innovation, creativity, and collaboration are often staples of informal learning environments. In relation to science specifically, these qualities often manifest themselves in activities that aim to integrate disciplines, such as STEM. Resources for learning are incredibly diverse, allowing the opportunity to capture the interest of every learner (Harlow, 2012). For example, a study by Zoldosova and Prokop (2006) looked at a five-day field trip program at the Science Field Center, a field laboratory for biological and chemical experiments in the Slovak mountains. An experimental group of students ($N = 153$) participated in biology and chemistry experiments during that time, while the control group ($N = 365$) did not experience the
field studies. They found that the students in the experimental group, when given a list of reading materials, chose relatively more science-oriented books than their peers who did not participate in the field trips. Falk and Adelman (2003) also conducted a study of 392 aquarium visitors. After analyzing the pre- and post- interviews of 100 individuals, the results showed that people who went into the aquarium with little or no interest in conservation left with higher interest after visiting a conservation exhibit within the aquarium. As seen from these studies, the free choice learning environment greatly impacts the ability to capture the unique interests of each learner.

Enjoyment and interest in science are often at the center of informal science design and have been found to influence attention, goals, and conceptual knowledge (Harlow, 2012; Hidi & Renninger, 2006). In a study of pre-service teachers, Harlow (2012) examined reflective postings, class discussions, observations, artifacts, and photographs and found that these teachers were able to successfully teach science and develop children’s ideas about science through facilitated science stations as a family science night. Furthermore, informal learning environments can also have a positive influence on interest and career choice, even after a single informal learning experience (Noel-Storr et al., 2010). A longitudinal study by Fadigan and Hammrich (2004) examined the educational trajectories of 152 female participants from urban, low-income, single-parent families who participated in a high school informal science program called Women in Natural Sciences (WINS). The study found that of the 109 participants (93.16%) who enrolled in a college program, 45 of them (44.55%) designated a career path within medical/health or STEM fields.
Informal science and STEM outreach programs also provide an opportunity to learn about science in real-world settings, something that is also known as citizen science. Silvertown (2009) explains that “most citizen scientists work with professional counterparts on projects that have been specifically designed or adapted to give amateurs a role, either for the educational benefit of the volunteers themselves or for the benefit of the project” (p. 467). This is not true, however, in the formal science setting, where the dominant scientific elite have chosen curricula which reflect the scientific knowledge needed to educate the future scientist rather than the science needed for the future citizen (Claussen & Osborne, 2012, p. 60). For example, a formal science curriculum often excludes any history of science, applications and implications of science, and discussion of how science works.

While new standards are currently being adopted nationwide that reflect a shift toward scientific practices for the everyday citizen, many students are still educated daily on science content that does not pertain to their lives and would only be useful were they to pursue a career as a scientist. This divide presents an opportunity for informal learning environments to not just try and replicate their formal counterparts by focusing so heavily on content, but to embrace other important skills as well. Storksdieck, Jones, Falk, and Alpert (2002) explain that "a large percentage of the specific knowledge individuals acquire during formal schooling wanes over time unless it is periodically practiced or renewed, although some of the more general knowledge may be retained even over a long period of time" (p. 4). Research has shown that informal learning environments are uniquely positioned to provide that periodic practice of knowledge in ways that are meaningful to the individual, while also embracing a rich learning setting that embraces
curiosity, encourages participation, generates excitement, and improves motivation and attitude toward science (Barriault & Pearson, 2010; Bell, Lewenstein, Shouse, & Feder, 2009; Griffin, 2004; Ramey-Gassert, Walberg, & Walberg, 1994; Rennie & McClafferty, 1995; Stocklmayer & Gilbert, 2002).

Finally, the literature highlights the importance of lifelong learning and the variability of learning for informal environments. Lifelong learning is something that was embraced heavily by educational philosopher John Dewey (1938) and was of critical importance to Mary Parker Follett, a management pioneer and theorist who “believed informal learning was nurtured at birth and spanned one’s entire life, acquired by the modes of living and acting that teach an individual how to grow a social consciousness” (Conlon, 2004, p. 286). This view is consistent with the constructivist theoretical framework upon which many informal science studies are built. While not exclusive to the informal environment, the literature stressed the importance of using museums and other informal settings to stimulate and encourage lifelong learning, given their predisposition toward viewing learning with a wide lens rather than focusing solely on content (Hofstein & Rosenfeld, 1996; Felton & Kuhn, 2007).

As Ritchhart (2007) explains in his research on cultural forces that shape group learning, "models of thinking and learning are important for students to see as they strive to take on new ways of thinking and being in the world. When learning is focused solely on facts, skills, and knowledge, students are given an impoverished model of what it means to learn" (p. 144). Furthermore, the variability of learning, including ways of thinking as well as when learning is occurring in one’s life, was a thread throughout the literature (Storsksdieck, Jones, Falk, & Alpert, 2002; Barriault & Pearson, 2010). This
variability places the act of learning on the learner, something that is critical to the makerspace environment.

**Makerspaces and the Maker Movement**

According to Mark Hatch (2014), CEO and founder of TechShop, a makerspace is defined as “a center or workspace where like-minded people get together to make things (p. 13). They range from highly-technical, such as 3D printing and lathe machinery, to craft-oriented such as sewing, to mechanical skill-focused, such as building with wood and nails. These spaces have developed out of a maker culture, which according to Halverson & Sheridan (2014), has “become a way to express creative and communal drive, and this excitement has led to an explosion of makerspaces around the United States (and the world) across a range of instructional environments, including libraries, museums, independent nonprofit and for-profit organizations, K-12 schools, and institutions of higher learning” (p. 495).

These spaces can take on many forms depending on their audience and location. Spaces in museums and libraries have a very different focus than spaces that are designed for commercial or private use. Often, the focus on museum and library makerspaces is on promoting creativity and the sharing of resources (Honey & Kanter, 2013). More industrial spaces are often focused on not just practicing skills but also expanding them and developing expertise that can benefit the entire maker community (Sheridan, et al., 2012). In addition to serving different audiences, these spaces also have different visions for their space. As Halverson & Sheridan (2014) explain, “some spaces focus on the emergence of new technologies for designing, building, and manufacturing, while others value the return to face-to-face, garage-style work that the maker movement engenders”
(p. 495). In the end, these spaces form a community of people inclined toward maker culture, which is directly connected to the maker movement, a movement that is rapidly expanding across the country.

Halverson & Sheridan (2014) explain that the maker movement can be broadly defined as a “growing number of people who are engaged in the creative production of artifacts in their daily lives and who find physical and digital forums to share their processes and products with others” (p. 496). Many makerspaces follow the guidelines laid out by Mark Hatch, who is the CEO and founder of TechShop, one of the first makerspaces, and who wrote a “manifesto” that organizes maker mindsets around nine ideas: make, share, give, learn, secure tools, play, participate, support, and change (Hatch, 2014). In higher education, the maker movement originated with the creation of fabrication labs, or FabLabs, started first by a professor at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Gershenfeld (2005) wanted to create a pedagogical environment that would support the fabrication of tools needed by people to solve their own problems, rather than purchasing or outsourcing those tools. As the maker movement transitioned into informal learning environments such as museums, makerspaces became more flexible and able to reach a broader audience because the focus shifted towards tools and processes that were more readily available to those who might not normally self-identify as a maker (Kafai, Fields, & Searle, 2014). This broadness and flexibility of the maker movement is what allows it to stretch across the divide between formal and informal learning environments.

**Visitor Based Learning Framework**

For the purpose of this study, a visitor based learning framework was used for data collection. The observation protocol, originally developed by Barriault (1999) and
then refined by Barriault and Pearson (2010), can be found in Appendix A and was used to document students’ stages of learning (whether they are at the initiation, transformation, or breakthrough stages of learning) as they engage with a new “makerspace” exhibit at a local children’s museum. The instrument has been used for more than 10 years and is seen as “a practical tool for science center staff to easily understand the impact the exhibits have on visitors’ learning behaviors” (Barriault & Pearson, 2010, p. 98). In describing the instrument’s validity and reliability, Barriault explained:

> It is important to note that the learning behaviors and engagement levels in the instrument are a proxy for learning and an indication of engagement. Together, they serve as an assessment tool that measures the potential learning impact of the exhibits being observed. In other words, the occurrence of learning behaviors indicate that the conditions and opportunities presented by the exhibit are conducive to engaging visitors in a learning experience (C. Barriault, personal communication, April 28, 2015).

The observation protocol includes seven learning behaviors which are grouped into three categories—initiation, transition, and breakthrough—each reflecting increasing engagement. Initiation behaviors are the behaviors of doing or of watching others engaging. These behaviors indicate that the visitor is taking preliminary steps toward meaningful engagement. As Barriault (2008) explains, these behaviors “enable visitors to ‘test the waters’ with minimal personal risk and provide an entry point into further learning opportunities offered by the exhibit” (p. 17). At the transition level, the behaviors of repeating the activity and of demonstrating a positive emotional response are observed. These behaviors demonstrate increased engagement and show that the visitor has an increased level of comfort with the exhibit, which leads to more commitment and motivation toward learning (Barriault, 2008). Finally, the researcher is looking for
behaviors of referring to past experience, seeking and sharing information, or being engaged and involved (i.e. testing variables, making comparisons, using information gained from the activity), all of which exhibit breakthrough behaviors. At this level, real learning can occur because the visitor has established a personal level of comfort allowing a free exchange of ideas and is demonstrating an acknowledgement of “the relevance of the activity, and the learning gained form the activity, to the individual’s everyday life” (Barriault, 2008, p. 18).

These observations are then quantified into what is described by Barriault (1999) as a Visitor Engagement Profile (VEP), in which the y-axis represents the percentage of visitors who engage in the learning behaviors on the x-axis. It is important to note that in all of these graphs, the initiation behavior is at 100% because of the fact that only those who approach the exhibit are counted or observed. As Barriault (2008) explains, “The VEP is not intended to be a measure of the attracting power because of the challenge of assessing the reasons why particular visitors did not approach the exhibit. Instead, the VEP focuses our attention on the learning behaviors demonstrated by visitors once they have made the commitment to engage with the exhibit” (p. 20). While an ideal curve depends on the type of exhibit being assessed, Barriault (2008) explains that exhibits which are designed to involve visitors in hypothesis testing and meaning making such as the makerspace should produce a VEP with at least 50% of visitors demonstrating breakthrough behaviors.

**Description of the Study**

This study uses a mixed methods design to examine children’s engagement levels and science learning when they participated in a makerspace exhibit. Mixed-methods
techniques incorporate components of both qualitative and quantitative data to offer a variety of perspectives on a research study and are becoming more prevalent. As Creswell (2003) explains, “with the development and perceived legitimacy of both qualitative and quantitative research in the social and human sciences, mixed methods research, employing the data collection associated with both forms of data, is expanding” (p. 208). In this case, an observation protocol was used, leading to an overt naturalistic observational design in which the researcher role was explicitly stated but the researcher remained in the background during observations (Vogt, Gardner, & Haeffele, 2012). Quantitative data was generated from the observation protocol components and was used to answer research questions one, two, and three. Qualitative data was generated from extensive field notes, which were recorded for each participant. The focus of these field notes was to observe the engagement of the visitors and their interactions within the makerspace in order to support the quantitative data for each research question.

**Limitations of the Study**

One of the major limitations to this study is the inability for a single researcher to collect all the possible data given the intensive nature of the observation protocol and the fact that no audio/visual recordings were used. To help address this limitation, only two visitors were observed at any given time. While not feasible for this study, these limitations could be further addressed in future studies by including audio/visual recording to collect data as well as increasing the number of researchers collecting observational data in order to develop reliability between the researchers and the data collected. Another limitation is that the Visitor Based Learning Framework was developed in and for science centers as an assessment tool for science-focused exhibits.
Some exhibits are static, which presents different opportunities for engagement than an active “exhibit” such as a makerspace.

Although additional studies have been done on the framework to strengthen confidence in its generalizability and validity (Barriault, 2014), this is the first time the framework has been used in both a Children’s museum setting and a makerspace setting. In both of these cases, there is the potential for visitors to experience longer engagement cycles which could factor into the number of visitors reaching the breakthrough level of engagement. More studies are needed to determine if this framework can truly represent engagement levels in these settings in the same manner that it does in science centers and zoos/aquaria. Finally, another limitation to this study is consistency in coding for the experiences to determine engagement levels. With only one observer, there was no inter-rater reliability. However, efforts were made to refine observations, remove ambiguities, and consistently code the behaviors observed.

**Chapter Overview**

In this chapter, a brief review of relevant literature provided the foundation for this study and contextualized its significance. An overview of the methods and research design was also provided and limitations were presented. In chapter two, the theoretical framework of the study will be outlined. The chapter will also review important research and literature that situates the study within the context of understanding the learner and understanding the museum setting. An in-depth review of the Visitor Based Learning Framework will also be provided. Chapter three will re-examine the problem and describe the research design. Instrumentation, quantitative and qualitative techniques, data analysis, and ethical considerations will all be addressed in this chapter. Results,
analysis, and discussion will comprise chapter four. Qualitative analysis will focus on the breakdown of each behavior level while quantitative analysis will focus on descriptive analytics, correlations, and chi-square analysis. Finally, chapter five will provide a summary of the findings as well as implications and recommendations for future research.
CHAPTER II

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE

The United States has long sought after the goals of increasing science awareness among its citizens, promoting developments in scientific research and education, and encouraging participation in STEM (science, technology, engineering, and mathematics) careers (DeBoer, 2000). Fueled by the launch of Sputnik in the late 1950’s, this nation has aggressively worked to establish itself as a world leader in research and education within the STEM fields. Such national reform revealed itself through rigorous development of programs such as the National Science Foundation (NSF) and the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) to help promote scientific research. While part of the school curriculum since the 19th century (DeBoer, 2000), standards for the STEM disciplines, and particularly science, did not make their way into science education reform until the development of the National Science Education Standards by the National Research Council in the early 1990s. These standards helped to outline important benchmarks in order to produce a scientifically literate society, and since then, researchers have been increasingly interested in examining how the public understands and appreciates science (National Science Board, 1998; 2000; 2002).

Much of the focus on public understanding of science has been directed toward the formal education sector, but Hofstein and Rosenfeld (1996) explain that "human beings learn science from a variety of sources, in a variety of settings, and for a variety of
reasons” (p. 88). Informal settings such as museums and science centers often offer opportunities for visitors to experience science outside of the classroom setting, focusing on developing skills rather than specifically targeting content knowledge. While content knowledge might be the focus of many standardized high-stakes tests, it is not the only knowledge that is believed to be important for the future. The Partnership for 21st Century Skills (2011) explains in their Framework for 21st Century Learning that in order for students to succeed in the new global economy, they must learn essential skills such as creativity and innovation, critical thinking and problem solving, and communication and collaboration within the context of their core knowledge (p. 1). Museums and science centers seem to be uniquely positioned to provide visitors with opportunities to develop these essential skills because of their free choice learning environment which removes many time and content constraints typically felt by the traditional classroom. However, research in informal learning tends to be scattered across a wide variety of disciplines and interests, from education to sociology to cognitive science to museum studies, and a clear research agenda for the field is not immediately obvious. In the following chapter, a theoretical framework for this study will be provided, and related literature will be reviewed, specifically focusing on our understanding of the learner and of the museum setting.

**Theoretical Framework**

Early studies in informal learning often lacked a conceptual framework in which to guide the study (Dierking & Martin, 1997), and as a result, informal learning was often viewed as a sub-par research area to learning in a formal context. However, over the last decade and a half, the literature placed a greater focus on theoretical underpinnings, and
the majority of studies published in informal learning over the last decade have focused on two theoretical frameworks: constructivism and sociocultural theory (Phipps, 2010). Sociocultural theory is a theory that “emphasizes that meaning emerges in the interplay between individuals acting in social contexts and the mediators—including tools, talk, activity structures, signs, and symbolic systems—that are employed in those contexts” (Schauble, Leinhardt, & Martin, 1997, p. 4). It is strongly tied to understanding the visitor’s motivations and interests as well as their sense of identity. Previous studies have explored sociocultural theory within an informal learning context by examining how learners use cognitive tools to mediate their thinking (Hohenstein & Tran, 2007) as well as how group activity has played a role in learning (Ash, 2003). But, as museums shifted toward a focus on hands-on learning, researchers framed their studies in constructivism, specifically examining how learners changed their conceptual models (Anderson, Lucas, & Ginns, 2003) and the learner’s prior knowledge (Lucas, 2000).

**Constructivism**

Because of the natural way in which makerspaces frame learning as experimentation and authentic inquiry (Halverson & Sheridan, 2014), this study was developed under the theoretical framework of Constructivism. According to Bodner (1986), constructivist theories of knowledge are based on the fundamental believe that knowledge is constructed in the mind of the learner. Constructivist theories of knowledge also require a subtle shift for the individual at the front of the class as someone who teaches to someone who facilitates learning (Bodner, 2001). This theory of constructivism arose in part from Piaget’s Theory of Cognitive Development, which “claimed a significant and permanent presence in education during the last quarter of the
20th century as it ushered in the field of cognitive science” (Nurrenbern, 2001, p. 1107). Constructivism itself is similar to Piagetian theory, as Bunce (2001) points out, in that it focuses on student-centered learning, assimilation of new knowledge with pre-existing knowledge and the resulting accommodation of that new knowledge within the student’s understanding (1107-2). Student-centered learning in which learners are active participants is key to constructivist theory, and challenges the notion of students as empty vessels waiting to be filled with knowledge. Such notions are still widely applied in many educational situations (Nurrenbern, 2001).

Assimilation and accommodation of information are also important foundations of constructivism and Piagetian theory in that they explain how new information becomes incorporated into the mind of the learner (Piaget, 1954). New knowledge can only be retained by assimilating the knowledge—fitting the knowledge into a previously constructed category or schema—or accommodating the knowledge—adjusting the constructed category or schema to include the new knowledge (Piaget, 1954). In order for this process to occur, this new knowledge must be of value to the learner. Nurrenbern (2001) explains, “If a child’s existing, but limited, knowledge is acceptable or sufficient to him or her for understanding or explaining some phenomenon… then the child must experience some event that perturbs or disequilibrates this knowledge state before considering it worthwhile to restructure his or her knowledge schemas” (1109). This, in part, is what makes the learning meaningful for the student. According to Lowery-Bretz (2001), “assimilating new concepts not only provides meaning for this new information, but can also restructure (sometimes slightly, sometimes significantly) the meanings of the previously known concepts” (1107-6). In order for meaningful learning to take place,
three conditions must be satisfied: a student must have some prior knowledge to which new information can be related; the new information must be meaningful in and of itself; and the students must consciously choose to incorporate this meaningful new information into his/her existing knowledge. According to Lowery-Bretz (2001), “meaningful learning requires the student to detect similarities and differences between new and existing knowledge, and in doing so, tackle the difficult challenge of…constructing learning” (1107-6). It is through this process of constructing knowledge that one can see the ways in which constructivism and informal learning go hand in hand.

Much of the research literature within informal learning speaks to the importance of prior knowledge and holds its footings in the theoretical framework of constructivism. In a museum setting, the learner is assumed to arrive with preconceived ideas and experiences rather than as empty vessels or blank slates (Barriaut & Pearson, 2010; Felton & Kuhn, 2007; Dudzinska-Przesmitzki & Grenier, 2008). As Jeffery-Clay (1998) highlights, "museums may be the perfect environment in which to use constructivist theory and observe meaningful learning" (p. 5). Felton and Kuhn (2007), in their study on the importance of critical thinking, explained the importance of prior knowledge and experience, stating that both children and adults "bring with them a wealth of prior knowledge, assumptions, skills, and dispositions, all varying enormously across individuals and all likely to have a profound impact on what meaning museum visitors take out of their experience" (p. 101).

Prior knowledge and experience can greatly influence not only what exhibits the visitors are attracted to but also how meaningful their learning experience might be, which can ultimately affect their affinity toward science. Research by Storksdieck, Jones,
Falk, and Alpert (2002) demonstrated that "people show a greater interest and feel better informed and more knowledgeable about issues they are more likely to experience," and that “many science-related issues are not very close to an average person's daily life, despite the fact that science permeates society" (p. 26). As visitors interact with various exhibits and learn new or competing information, they have to decide what they will do with that information, the process which Piaget referred to as “assimilation or accommodation.” A study by Felton and Kuhn (2007) suggested that when students are presented with new information, “they may respond to what they see by dismissing it, by assimilating it into what they already know, or by adding to, elaborating, and even transforming their existing understanding. " (p. 101). The ability to construct new knowledge demonstrates the importance of prior knowledge and experience.

Constructivism plays a large role in guiding the level of interaction present in museum exhibits. While museums often contain artifacts and pieces of history to remind us of the past, more and more museums are shifting their focus to hands-on exhibits that help teach visitors about current practices as well, especially in science centers. As Crowley and Callanan (1998) explain, "hands-on exhibits provide children and parents opportunities to manipulate devices, explore possibilities, test ideas, and explain something new about the world" (p. 17). Jeffery-Clay (1998) also highlights the importance of shifting museums from object-based to experience-based visits:

The key to constructivism is not in what one does with the hands but what one does with the mind. In using constructivist theory to develop our museums, we must not take for granted the fact that we have wonderful objects that invite meaningful experiences. It is how we present those objects, how we allow visitors to interact with them, and how we help visitors relate those objects to their prior knowledge that will determine visitor learning (p. 6).
When exhibits are not designed to be hands-on, visitors often get the wrong impression of the experience. Gutwill (2008) explains that traditional didactic exhibits “may convey the notion that scientific experimentation is nothing more than a simple sequence of "do, notice, read"” (p. 189). Furthermore, “Casting visitors in the role of mere recipients of information may leave them feeling slightly disempowered, less able to make sense of the world for themselves” (Gutwill, 2008, p. 190). Because of the active role of both the visitor and the parent in a Children’s Museum makerspace, it serves as an excellent example of a purposefully designed constructivist-based exhibit and will be the focus of this study.

**Understanding the Learner**

Understanding the role of the learner was an important focus in the literature and can be categorized under the following topics: learner agenda and motivation, sense-making and dialogue, and positioning the learning and developing identity. Each of these areas will be explored further in the sections that follow.

**Learner Agenda and Motivation**

One of the key components to the informal learning environment is the ability for the learner to set the agenda for learning. In a formal setting, the agenda is often set in advance and students have little choice in what or how they are learning (Paris, 1997). However, informal environments are different because of the free-choice nature of the experience. Research by Storksdieck, Jones, Falk, and Alpert (2002) shows that people focus on what they care about, and that "science-related information is absorbed only when it passes through a variety of filters that include personal interest, prior knowledge, a connection to their lives that renders the information meaningful, and mental models or
schema into which information is integrated" (p. 26). Furthermore, research by Hilke (1988) has shown that “visitors are more likely to follow their own agendas, focusing on exhibits and concepts of interest to them or with which they have previous experience. Instead of making connections among various parts of an exhibit, visitors seek relationships to their own knowledge and experiences" (as cited in Jeffery-Clay, 1998, p. 6). This agenda for learning, and the control over that agenda that the informal environment provides, is largely influenced by motivation.

Motivation is a key component of the learner experience because visitors who are not motivated to learn will not be engaged in the exhibits. Many museums have engagement goals as part of their overall mission and vision. As a result, one of the primary concentrations of museum research has been on learner motivation. In a study on developing a research agenda to support a cumulative body of knowledge on museum learning, Schauble, Leinhardt, and Martin (1997) explained that "how and what people learn in museums are very much a function of their motivations (why they have come there), their interests (enduring propensities to engage with a topic), and their sense of identity (who they think they are in relation to museum offerings)" (p. 6). Research by Paris (1997) also shows a connection between motivation and interest. "Museum visitors often bring with them their own questions, issues, and interests that impel them to explore exhibits....People are motivated to learn more about topics that have personal relevance and utility" (p. 22). Inevitably, motivation and interest are closely linked and rely heavily on the prior knowledge and experiences of the learner, which will be the focus of the next section.
Sense-Making and Dialogue

Understanding how to make sense of knowledge presented in museums is important for both the learner and the museum staff. A study by Dewitt (2008) involving 123 students from four schools showed that understanding how visitors make sense of new knowledge may also "help museum practitioners to develop experiences that capitalize on existing understandings to support further learning" (p. 165). Making meaning out of new knowledge does not always occur when museum staff wants it to, however. In a quasi-experimental study on the ways in which students make meaning and develop critical thinking from an art museum-school partnership program, Burchenal and Grohe (2007) found that "by slowing down and carefully looking at and discussing works of art, students have unique opportunities to apply previous experiences and knowledge to puzzle over meaning in the artworks--in other words, the students make meaning on their own terms" (p. 115). Ritchhart (2007) also highlighted the ways in which sense-making resided in the hands of the learner, stating that "in museums, students are interacting with and trying to make sense of new objects and experiences and must think to do so. Specifically, they must: look closely; wonder and question; make interpretations and form hypotheses based on evidence; make connections to things they already know; consider different perspectives and viewpoints; delve below the surface to uncover complexity; and form conclusions" (p. 139).

Sense-making often relies on dialogue and conversation to interpret and critically analyze new knowledge. Research from Felton and Kuhn (2007) explain the importance of dialogue for the learner. "Visitors need to actively engage in discourse about their knowledge. Conversation is a powerful tool for museum learning, and dialogue has all
the potential cognitive benefits” (p. 109). The literature also attends to dialogue in regards to argumentation and scientific reasoning. In a multiple case study of parent-child pairs conducted by Zimmerman, Reeve, and Bell (2008), the researchers focused on what they referred to as “epistemic moves” that were used to create meaning within a collaborative group. Such “epistemic moves” include "suggesting a topic for discussion, asking a clarifying question, making a statement of fact, re-voicing an idea, providing evidence for a claim, disputing someone else's claim, making a prediction, or sharing an observation or inference" (p. 144). All of these are important components of dialogue, but a longitudinal ethnographic study by Bricker and Bell (2014) demonstrated the importance of emotions when it comes to sense-making. The researchers found that for the parent-child pair that they studied, how the child was feeling about the learning experience was equally as important as the conversations taking place to bridge meaning making across a variety of experiences (p. 272). Whether a learner is using dialogue or feeling to help make sense of new knowledge, the experiences become enveloped in how that learner positions and identifies themselves, which is the focus of the following paragraphs.

Positioning the Learner and Developing Identity

Developing a strong self-identity as a scientist can go a long way toward building confidence and persistence within the sciences, and it is important to do so both in formal and informal settings. Bricker and Bell (2014) highlighted the importance of positioning the learner as a scientist in their longitudinal ethnographic study of Brenda and her mother, Stella. In this case, Stella is the one positioning Brenda. The researchers state:

Stella actively orchestrated most of the details related to situated events in Brenda's learning pathways. For example, by allowing and fully supporting the potion making activity when Brenda and her cousin were younger, and then by purchasing a science-related kit that was directly related to the
potion-making interest, Stella both coordinated various details of the situated events in which Brenda participated, and positioned Brenda as a person who was competent with respect to the skills required to participate in these events (p. 275).

By allowing Brenda to see herself as a scientist, and by providing numerous opportunities in which she could be successful, Stella gave her daughter a sense of agency, confidence, and the sense of having a collaborator in whom she could trust, which research has shown to be important in developing assigned positions within social constructs (Harre, Moghaddam, Cairnie, Rothbart, & Sabat, 2009; Holland & Leander, 2004; Dreier, 2008). As Bricker and Bell (2014) explain, "Brenda herself identified as someone interested in aspects of the sciences, and Stella actively positioned Brenda (through her actions, talk, choice of activity, choice of settings) as someone capable of doing science-related work" (p. 267).

The importance of Bricker and Bell’s research is not only that it identified the importance of positioning and identity in the informal learning environment but that it also illuminated the dichotomy that can exist between formal and informal settings. Brenda’s teachers “did not recognize her, and therefore position her, as someone who was excited about science” (Bricker & Bell, 2014, p. 280). As a result, "Brenda's rich socio-material practices related to scientific practices were largely not cued in school--except when she was given personal choice in relation to a series of science investigations" (p. 268). Without an understanding of how the informal setting can help to position a learner, it would be difficult to see the full picture of the learner in all contexts. While Bricker and Bell (2014) provide an exemplary case of positioning and self-identity, further research on this topic, and how it connects to other aspects of understanding the learner in informal learning environments, is greatly needed.
Understanding the Museum Setting

Just as understanding the role of the learner was an important focus in the literature, so too was understanding the ways in which the museum setting affected learning. This theme in the literature can be categorized under the following topics: labeling, aesthetics, and interaction in exhibit design; the role of the facilitator; skill development from exhibit experiences; evaluation and assessment of exhibits; and makerspaces and the maker movement. Each of these areas will be explored further in the sections that follow.

Exhibit Design: Labeling, Aesthetics, and Interaction

Paris (1997) explains that "a hallmark of museum exhibits is their open-endedness; visitors are free to approach, engage, and persist at their own pace" (p. 23). How an exhibit is designed can greatly influence the visitor experience and the learning that takes place, which indicates in part the effectiveness of the exhibit itself. Exhibit design focuses not just on what content knowledge is being transmitted to the visitor, but also how that knowledge is coming across, including everything from labeling and aesthetics to the kinds of interactions that visitors experience with the exhibit. When research is conducted in a museum, the exhibits often receive scrutiny because they are “the smallest unit of a visitor's experience and lend themselves to analysis” and yet “it is the cumulative or whole experience that makes a visit memorable” (Barriault & Pearson, 2010, p. 104). Most of the informal science research addressing museum exhibits over the last decade has focused on two core areas of design: labeling and aesthetics, and type of interaction.
How an exhibit is labeled can ultimately influence learning in a museum because labels have the “ability to structure and sustain visitors’ interactions and interests in an exhibit” (Dudzinska-Przesmitzki & Grenier, 2008, p. 18). The same can be said for the way in which the exhibit is presented visually. Gutwill (2008) explains that "offering visitors beautiful aesthetics, opportunities for creation, and intriguing representations often leads to active prolonged engagement" (p. 192). Yet poor labeling or aesthetics can be counterproductive. Labeling in particular can shift the ways in which visitors interact with a museum exhibit. Gutwill (2008) studied visitors to the Exploratorium in San Francisco and found that how a label was written impacted the level of inquiry visitors were able to achieve. "Although explanatory labels may satisfy visitors and even teach them science concepts, such labels may actually inhibit inquiry" (p. 192). Schauble, Leinhardt, and Martin (1997) elaborate further, explaining that "an effective label cannot be decided apart from concern for the gallery where the labels will appear, who is expected to read them, the function they are to serve, and the message they convey" (p. 5).

Changing the text of a label can elicit higher levels of learning as well. Bradburne, as discussed in Dudzinska-Przesmitzki and Grenier (2008), provides a telling example of a jewelry display box containing a variety of glasses. Changing the label on the display from “Glasses through the century” to “One of these glasses is fake” shifted the direction of learning and resulted in longer visitor attention and interest in the exhibit (p. 17). This example perfectly illustrates how labelling can influence a visitor’s learning experience. Overall, labeling and aesthetics as well as type of interaction are critical to designing exhibits which engage the visitor, capture visitor interest, and lead to higher levels of
learning. But these are not the only components of the museum experience that can influence visitor learning. The role of the facilitator is also critical to shaping visitor experiences (Sedzielarz, 2003) and is discussed in the following section.

The Role of the Facilitator

Facilitators exist in many forms in the museum setting. They can include museum educators, classroom teachers, parents, chaperones, volunteers, and even other students. Often, what a learner gets out of an informal learning experience depends largely on the facilitator, but for many museums, "funding constraints and staff reductions have left fewer experienced and knowledgeable full-time staff" (Castle, 2006, p. 131). As a result, many of the facilitators are often just volunteers or part-time staffers who don’t often have the “incentive, time, or energy to pursue additional training and continuing development of their teaching practice” (Castle, 2006, p. 131). In order to develop desired traits and dispositions in visitors, the facilitators need to reflect those same dispositions. As Ritchhart (2007) explains, "if one of the dispositions educators want to develop in students is that of looking closely and noticing, educators must model it and provide time for it" (p. 144).

Critical thinking skills are one of the areas which museum research has shown to be a key focus, as will be discussed in a later section. How those skills develop has been linked to the ability of the facilitator. A study by Luke, Stein, Foutz, and Adams (2007) examined the success of a newly developed instrument for measuring critical thinking in art museums. Piloted by ten museums across the country, participants commented on the role of facilitators related to critical thinking, saying:

"what [the observation] revealed to me," said a Cincinnati Art Museum educator, "is how easy it is to set students up for success or failure when it
comes to critical thinking...having a good facilitator is key to students developing their critical thinking." A Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, educator agreed, adding, "what this suggests is that there might be a great deal of critical thinking going on, but unless we ask the right questions or create the right environment to elicit it, we don't see it." (p. 133).

Research by Felton and Kuhn (2007) also demonstrated the importance of facilitators in their ability to lead visitors to "examine their understanding, revise their misconceptions, and build new knowledge on a stronger and more elaborate base of prior knowledge" (p. 102). Overall, development of critical thinking skills was more likely when facilitators were well informed and well trained.

Given the importance of facilitators to developing critical thinking skills, schools experience an added burden of finding appropriate chaperones for field trips, because these chaperones often function as stand-in educators and facilitators. One specific chaperone role cannot be assigned because the responsibility is incredibly complex. In an ethnographic study of 35 chaperones, Sedzielarz (2003) found that "each chaperone comes to the trip with his or her own expectations and understandings and that "assigning a single role to the chaperone is misunderstanding the complexity of this phenomenon" (p. 24). While the study was limited in that it only examined chaperones from self-guided field trips, the results reflected a need to further understand the role of the chaperone as a facilitator. Furthermore, Sedzielarz (2003) explains, "if we believe that school field trips are valuable learning experiences, we also need to regard all members of the field trip as learners" (p. 24). This includes the chaperones and any other volunteers who are taking part in the experience.

While chaperones of field trips often include parents of school-aged children, parents have their own unique role as a facilitator, especially for younger students.
Researchers Crowley and Callanan (1998) conducted two studies in which they examined how parent-child interactions influenced collaborative learning in an informal learning environment. Their first study consisted of 49 child/parent pairs and 41 child only participants, and their second study consisted of 160 children/93 parents who prototyped an exhibit followed by 205 children/154 parents who experienced the redesigned exhibit. The results showed that the parent functioned as an important bridge between what the exhibit designer was trying to create and what the child experienced, and that "parent participation deepened children's engagement with the exhibit, both at the level of parents guiding activity and at the level of parents constructing explanations around that activity" (p. 15). Furthermore, Crowley and Callanan (1998) explain that "although there are times when children learn in relative isolation, much of what they learn about their world they learn in the context of parent-child interaction" (p. 17). This has important implications for learning because "in their dual roles as guide and interpreter, parents fundamentally shape children's scientific thinking during museum visits" (p. 17). Overall, the role of parent as facilitator is vitally important for content and skill development, especially in younger children, and is something museum educators should attend to closely in order to maximize the potential of the informal learning environment.

The role of a facilitator can mean a lot of different things even among museum educators. In a study conducted by Bailey (2003), 15 museum educators from science centers in Massachusetts were asked a series of questions relating to their perceived roles, identity, and practice within their field. The results suggested that educators often saw their role as facilitator as part of their personal identity rather than just a job (p. 180), even blurring the lines often between "activities they define as work and things they
choose to do in their time off from their jobs" (p. 181). The educators also understood the importance of modeling desired dispositions, often themselves having "a highly developed sense of curiosity and eagerness to learn new things" (p. 193). Furthermore, Bailey (2003) explains that museum educators suggested they "do what they do because they believe in it, and they see a connection to the common good. They seek to engage, inspire, inform, and communicated their values and passions to members of their audience" (p. 194). This motivation often leads to financial sacrifices in exchange for these more altruistic purposes. However, for facilitators to truly be successful, they must have the right skills and attitude for their work, including: "knowledge about teaching and learning; talents for presentation and performance; program development and implementation skills; science content knowledge; project management capabilities; and a savvy about how their organization works and communicates" (p. 195). All of these perspectives and types of facilitators reveal how incredibly complex and intricate the role of the facilitator is in promoting visitor learning as well as visitor skill development.

**Skill Development from Exhibit Experience**

Content knowledge is often seen as a primary goal in formal educational environments, but that is not always the case in informal learning environments. In fact, much of the research shows that informal spaces pride themselves on being able to link content from the classroom with experiences and skills needed in the real world. A primary component of the mission and vision statement of many science museums and centers is to develop a public understanding of science, which is distinctly different from having scientific content knowledge. According to Storksdieck, Jones, Falk, and Alpert (2002), a public understanding of science aspires to "allow the public to learn about
science, think about science, and then judge information they receive about science with sufficient background knowledge as to allow them to develop rational opinions and positions” (p. 14). Crowley and Callanan’s (1998) study of child-parent collaborative learning highlighted the importance of museums in allowing children to “exercise more general competencies in forming expectations, evaluating evidence, and constructing explanations” (p. 12). The researchers go on to explain how this influences the ways in which exhibits are designed. “At its core, science is a way of making sense of the world. It is a way of building up new theories to explain existing evidence and a way of seeking out new evidence to revise existing theories. Successful exhibits are those that support opportunities for children to think through the process of coordinating theory and evidence” (p. 12).

Bricker and Bell’s (2014) longitudinal study of Brenda and Stella also emphasized the importance of scientific practices over content knowledge. Through their discussion with Brenda and Stella about a perfume kit that Brenda played with at home, the researchers recognized that content was not an important goal but rather, the focus was on the practice of doing science. They explain:

The scientific content was not the focus of Brenda and Stella's Perfumery-related discourse, however. Brenda and Stella were focused instead on the practices involved in making perfumes, as well as the uses of the perfumes in their lives (e.g., gifting perfumes to friends and relatives, spraying perfume into the air in their home). We argue that the material practices and the learning involved in their coordination and implementation are important outcomes in their own right with respect to STEM-related learning (p. 272).

Brenda's actions at home in informal learning settings demonstrated many scientific practices that are valued in the formal education field of science, including "(a) control for contamination with apparatus, (b) careful measurement of materials during
implementation of protocols, (c) tracking and labeling of samples, and (d) systematic journaling of results" (p. 271). This demonstrates the ability for informal experiences to function as a bridge between the informal learning environment and the formal classroom. In fact, informal environments often initiate interest in a particular hobby, such as perfumery in Brenda’s case, and can later lead to an interest in formal science because of that initial interest developed outside of the school setting (Azevedo, 2013; Bricker & Bell, 2014).

Places like museums and science centers provide the opportunity for students to develop other important life skills that will also benefit them in the classroom. These skills are referred to by Root-Bernstein and Root-Bernstein (2005) as creative thinking or imaginative tools that are needed to generate ideas, and their function can vary depending on the setting. These tools include: observing, imaging, abstracting, recognizing and forming patterns, analogizing, body thinking, empathizing, dimensional thinking, modeling, playing, transforming, and synthesizing (p. 3). While some of these skills or tools are embedded in the formal classroom, they are not typically the primary learning objectives. Yet development of these skills in the informal environment can support the learning objectives in the classroom. In a three year quasi-experimental study conducted by Burchenal and Grohe (2007), the researchers examined the impact of school partnership programs (SPP) in which students visited the same museum multiple times over the course of the year. The study consisted of an experimental group of fourth and fifth graders who were enrolled at two SPP schools, and a control group of fourth and fifth graders enrolled at two non-SPP schools who shared similar test scores, race/SES demographics, and instructional philosophies. The researchers found that the multiple
visits made a difference in non-content based skills such as how to critically analyze and interpret an art exhibit, explaining that “by helping students develop looking skills in sequential, multiple-visit programs, museums are in fact still supporting school learning by focusing on transferable skills rather than content” (p. 112-113). In this case, the transferable skills had to do with critical analysis and interpretation, but many studies focus on critical thinking and scientific reasoning as skills that can be developed and transferred from the museum setting into the classroom.

Critical thinking skills are often the center of attention in both the formal and informal environments, and are therefore central in the design and development of museum exhibits, because the development of these skills allows us “the means to be reflective, thoughtful, and creative citizens” (Luke, Stein, Foutz, & Adams, 2007, p. 123). Yet, developing these skills is not an easy task. Research by Felton and Kuhn (2007) suggests that “critical thinking requires considerable effort, and visitors will only engage in the complex work of critically evaluating their knowledge if they believe that it is worth the effort” (p. 103). As a result, it is important that exhibits be engaging and developed in such a way that visitors have extended time to interact and experience that exhibit. Often, a quick reaction to this problem is to make the museum exhibit more interactive. Unfortunately, exhibit designers seem to have equated reactivity (i.e. the pushing of a button) with interactivity, which leads to exhibits that provides visitors with an initial interest but not much engagement after that. In a 2007 study by Ritchhart, the researcher examined the importance of not just engaging visitors but also developing within them a disposition to be good critical thinkers. He explained that ability alone is not sufficient; rather, “one must also have the inclination to use that ability along with the
awareness of opportunities for its use" (p. 138). Wanting to develop this disposition should not be surprising, but museums often forget that critical thinking skills alone are not sufficient, even though, as Ritchhart (2007) explains, "We readily recognize the dispositional nature of curiosity, acknowledging that having a set of skills alone, such as being able to ask questions or pose wonderings, does not make someone curious. It is an individual's awareness of occasions for applying those skills and being inclined and motivated to use his or her abilities that leads us to call a person curious" (p. 138).

Through his study of three museums in which tours were observed for a series of cultural forces that shape group learning and dispositions, Ritchhart (2007) found that visitors were only able to develop a disposition toward critical thinking when they had the opportunity to fully engage with the exhibit. He explains that “without time to engage properly with an object or idea, an opportunity for thinking can feel hollow. It is only through extended inquiry that conjectures can be made, perspectives can be examined, theories weighed, and new understandings developed” (p. 143). Ritchhart’s study emphasizes the importance for museums to not just focus on developing critical thinking skills but to also focus on developing dispositions. Yet, measuring the public’s understanding of science or the development of life skills such as critical thinking is incredibly difficult and is seen as a major challenge for informal education. Downey, Delamatre, and Jones (2007) explain that "in this age of standardized testing, museum educators feel the pressure of accountability and assessment. Museum educators believe that their programs have positive effects on student achievement, and ambitious educational aims are common among museum-school programs: increasing students’ critical thinking skills, scientific-thinking skills, communication skills, creativity, and
problem-solving abilities" (p. 175). The issues of evaluation and assessment in museum settings are a real barrier and will be discussed further in the following section.

**Evaluation and Assessment of Learning**

Evaluation and assessment of learning is very different in the museum setting than in the formal setting, though it is of critical importance given that museums often rely on public and government funding and are therefore responsible for meeting the needs of various stakeholders, who want to know everything from how effective the programs are being implemented to what impact the museum is having on the community (Stone, 2008; Persson, 2000; Rennie & Johnson, 2007; Barriault & Pearson, 2010). However, few effective tools have been developed to measure the learning objectives of museum settings, and so traditional academic measures are often used (Hofstein & Rosenfeld, 1996). This creates a major problem because, as Martin and Toon (2003) suggest, "for many museum researchers, measuring informal learning unobtrusively is a problem because most of our measures, derived from academic settings, fundamentally change the nature of the informal experience" (p. 15). Because of the free-choice learning environment, assessing learning in museums "cannot be accomplished with the same methods that are used in formal instructional settings where participation is mandatory and the learning objectives are explicit and strongly focused on cognitive gains" (Barriault & Pearson, 2010, p. 91). Museum assessment should take into account the other aspects of learning, including the emotional and affective skills that are developed and the personal nature of the experience, which is unique to each visitor. Additionally, stakeholders are often looking for quantitative results from museum learning, but museum research tends to focus on qualitative measures such as observations, interviews,
and basic head counts and time spent at specific exhibits to measure the level of visitor engagement. Crowley and Callanan (1998) explain that "the operational problem is that it is extraordinarily easy to shadow visitors or measure time-on-task, and it is extraordinarily difficult to construct reliable measures of curiosity, fun, or interest" (p. 14). As a result, museum educators often rely on intuition and informal feedback to know whether their museum programming is having a positive influence on student learning (Downey, Delamatre, & Jones, 2007). So, if the informal science research literature recognizes assessment and evaluation as an area which needs some attention, then why has it not been addressed? The answer, not surprisingly, comes down to time and resources.

Just as schools struggle with appropriate time and resources, including financial resources, museums experience the same struggles. Research literature shows that there are two primary reasons for the lack of evaluation and assessment by museums. First, the museum staff does not have the time nor staffing to conduct evaluations, and they are often not trained to do so either. As Worts (2006) explains, "there are countless indicators that can be used to provide insight into whether visitors actually engage in reflective and meaningful ways with museum programs, but all too frequently museums do not dedicate the time or resources to collect this essential feedback in order to improve their methods of understanding and engaging audiences" (p. 45). Second, museums often do not have the financial resources, nor are they eligible to receive funds, to conduct the kind of rigorous research that is needed in the informal learning environment. As Barriault and Pearson (2010) clarify, "most methodologies used by researchers and external evaluators require substantial financial and human resources as well as expertise in investigation
methods....Resource demands of research remain a difficult hurdle in conducting research on the visitor learning experience and exhibit evaluation" (p. 92). As funding continues to be more tightly linked with quantitative results, schools and museums both must find a solution to provide appropriate assessment and evaluation for their programs. Having practical research tools that allow the museum staff to conduct evaluations and assessment is critical for the future of informal learning (Barriault & Pearson, 2010). As Downey, Delamatre, and Jones (2007) explain, "regular assessment is key to maintaining relationships with program stakeholders outside of the museum such as funders, school districts, teachers, and parents" (p. 181). Without regular assessment and evaluation that can be conducted in a way that works for a majority of museums who do not have the time, resources, or financial support to participate in traditional methods of evaluation, informal learning educators will continue to rely on intuition and informal feedback to make important decisions regarding programming and development.

Summary

In summary, while many museum studies focus on how visitors think and interact within a museum setting from a sociocultural theoretical standpoint, this study’s emphasis on the hands-on learning and engagement that occurs in a children’s museum makerspace exhibit makes it better suited for a constructivist theoretical framework. The literature tells us that understanding the learner is critical to understanding the factors that influence visitor engagement. The prior knowledge that a visitor brings with them influences his agenda and motivation toward each exhibit, and making sense of new knowledge can be elusive or might occur outside the museum setting. However, positioning the visitor to develop a strong sense of identity can help bridge the formal and
informal learning environments and increase engagement in the museum setting. Even more important for museum engagement might be the museum setting itself. How the exhibit is designed and labelled, what role the facilitator plays, and what skills the visitor can develop from an exhibit all influence the level of engagement that can be attained. Because of all of these seemingly intangible characteristics of museums, evaluation and assessment can be difficult, especially given that many of the measurement tools in the informal setting were developed within the context of the formal learning environment. Therefore, the design and methodology of the study must take into account all of these factors when trying to measure levels of engagement.
CHAPTER III

METHODOLOGY

Statement of the Problem

Many challenges exist in finding ways to measure informal learning environments in ways that are not anecdotal in nature or that examine engagement by intuition or informal feedback. Children’s museums in particular are prone to this, adding new exhibits and programs often based simply on visitor or parental feedback, or based on trending programs in other museums (Family Learning Forum, 2013). Makerspaces are a perfect example of this because their addition to museums has been a result of the trending maker movement. As the maker movement continues to grow, it is important to identify whether there are useful benefits for including makerspaces, which tend to be a resource- and time-intensive exhibit in Children’s Museums (Halverson & Sheridan, 2014). Makerspaces in museums such as the Children’s Museum of Pittsburgh and the New York Hall of Science have shown how the maker movement can be accessible to young people and families, and their “focus on maker culture is a natural extension of a long-standing emphasis on learning-by-doing in art and science” (Halverson & Sheridan, 2014, p. 499). However, few studies of their impact have been published. Given the relatively new inclusion of makerspaces in Children’s Museums and the lack of research that currently exists, a number of questions arise. Understanding the level of engagement within makerspaces will help us to better understand how learning might be occurring in
museum makerspaces and provide guidance for future exhibits to be effective without the need for programmatic and staff-intensive scaffolding. Additionally, understanding how demographic characteristics influence engagement outcomes will provide insight into the need for potential interventions or models for success. Therefore, the purpose of this concurrent mixed methods study was to better understand engagement and learning by converging both quantitative and qualitative data. In the study, an observation protocol developed by Barriault and Pearson (2010) known as the Visitor Based Learning Framework (VBLF) was used to measure the engagement levels of children in a museum makerspace. At the same time, field notes were collected to explore the context in which this engagement takes place. The following research questions were used to guide this study:

1. At what levels, based on the VBLF, do children engage with the makerspace exhibit in the museum?
2. What relationships exist between engagement levels and age and gender?
3. How do makerspace engagement levels compare to average engagement levels of traditional museum exhibits?

**Research Design**

Because of its ability to allow for an expansion of understanding from one method to another, and because it presents the ability to converge or confirm findings from different data sources (Creswell, 2003), a mixed-method approach is the best method for answering these research questions and was chosen for this study. This study used a mixed methods design to examine children’s engagement levels and science learning when they participate in a makerspace exhibit. Mixed-methods techniques incorporate
components of both qualitative and quantitative data to offer a variety of perspectives on a research study and are becoming more prevalent. As Creswell (2003) explains, “with the development and perceived legitimacy of both qualitative and quantitative research in the social and human sciences, mixed methods research, employing the data collection associated with both forms of data, is expanding” (p. 208). In the case of this study, mixed-methods is necessary in order to provide context to the quantitative data collected from the observation protocol. This design, known as a concurrent triangulation strategy, focuses on collecting both qualitative and quantitative data simultaneously and then using the different methods in order to confirm, cross-validate, or corroborate the findings (Cresswell, 2003, p. 217).

Table 1

A Summary of the Research Study Design

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Research Question</th>
<th>Data Sources</th>
<th>Data Analysis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. At what levels do children engage with the makerspace exhibit in the museum?</td>
<td>Observation Protocol</td>
<td>Descriptive analysis (means, standard deviations, frequencies, percentages)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Field Notes</td>
<td>Thematic/Conceptual coding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. What relationships exist between engagement levels and age and gender?</td>
<td>Observation Protocol</td>
<td>Correlation and statistical significance (cross-tabs analysis)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Field Notes</td>
<td>Thematic/Conceptual coding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. How do makerspace engagement levels compare to average engagement levels of traditional museum exhibits?</td>
<td>Observation Protocol</td>
<td>Correlation and statistical significance (chi-square analysis)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Mixed-methods designs do present challenges because they involve extensive data collection, are time-intensive, and require the researcher to be familiar with both
qualitative and quantitative forms of research; however, the results can be very rewarding and provide valuable results (Cresswell, 2003). A summary of the study design can be seen in Table 1 above.

This study uses a naturalistic observational design, which is defined by Vogt, Gardner, and Haeffele (2012) as one that “stresses investigating individual and social life in its natural settings, without intervention by a researcher (p. 345). Using an observational design for this study is important because as Merriam (1998) explains, “Observation is the best technique to use when an activity, event, or situation can be observed firsthand, when a fresh perspective is desired, or when participants are not able or willing to discuss the topic under study” (p. 96). Observations can serve as a primary source of data in qualitative research and can be used to help triangulate emerging findings. This kind of design is important because it gathers evidence from “events, situations, settings, practices, and other social phenomena as they occur” in order to provide a firsthand account of the observed phenomenon (Vogt, Gardner, & Haeffele, 2012, p. 67). Observation itself is a very natural process. In fact, we observe phenomena every day. However, not all observations are research-worthy. According to Kidder (1981), an observation can be used as a research tool if it “(1) serves a formulated research purpose, (2) is planned deliberately, (3) is recorded systematically, and (4) is subjected to checks and controls on validity and reliability” (p. 264). This study uses an observational protocol to fulfill the research purpose and objectives and to answer the research questions. A naturalistic observational design offers both advantages and limitations to the study. The major advantage is that the researcher can record information as it is revealed, uncovering unusual aspects while they are happening.
The major limitation for this study is that the potential exists for the researcher to be seen as intrusive. However, given the public setting and the frequency with which other staff members and volunteers came in and out of the research area, the intrusiveness was limited.

This study took an overt naturalistic observational design approach in which the researcher role was explicitly stated but the researcher remained in the background during observations (Vogt, Gardner, & Haeffele, 2012). Quantitative data were generated from the observation protocol components and were used to answer research questions one, two, and three. Qualitative data was generated from extensive field notes, which were recorded for each participant. The focus of these field notes was the learning and behaviors that were occurring while the participants were in the makerspace. This qualitative data was used to contextualize the quantitative results for the research questions. The process of recording observational field notes can be time consuming and difficult. No one can observe everything, but elements that are likely to be included in an observational design include the physical setting, participant information, activities and interactions, conversations that occur, subtle factors that influence the participant, and the researcher’s own behavior and comments (Merriam, 1998, p. 97-98). For this study, the process for recording observational field notes for each participant began with a review of the observational framework that was being used for the study. The field note process began by describing the visitor age and gender as well as distinguishing factors (i.e. red shirt and blond hair) to keep the participant separate from other visitors to the space during that time. Following the initial description of the participant and space, continual observational notes were taken during which any dialogue or activity was recorded.
Because a computer was used, it was possible to type field notes while simultaneously conducting visual and auditory observations. After the participant left the space, the field notes were concluded. Finally, after the day of observations, the researcher reviewed all field notes for the day and updated or filled in missing information based on memory recollection.

**Site Selection**

The study was designed to take place in a museum makerspace. The study required a space that was open and accessible to all visitors attending the museum and that maintained the fundamentals of the maker movement. A local children’s museum was chosen to fulfill these needs because it met these criteria. Other regional museums were ruled out because they lacked a makerspace or the space was not available to all museum visitors, or the makerspace existed outside the context of a museum setting. The study also required extensive observational data collection over the course of months, so proximity was important. The chosen site was a well-established children’s museum which had recently opened a makerspace exhibit. The museum itself was designed for toddlers through pre-teens with a strong focus on open-ended learning, hands-on play, exploration, and discovery. The makerspace was designed to accommodate open exploration as well as facilitator-led activities. The makerspace included four workbenches with tools as seen in Figure 1 below.
The tools on the workbenches were moveable so that the benches could become flat surfaces on which to conduct experiments or other activities. In addition to the benches, the makerspace contained a section of materials sorted in bins, including items that ranged from pipe cleaners to old electronic parts to small and large pieces of wood. Finally, hot glue guns were available at a separate station away from the general workbenches. Because of the equipment and materials used in the space, all visitors were required to wear safety goggles. Because the museum has an annual attendance of over 130,000 visitors, this allowed for sufficient data collection over the course of two months.

In the makerspace that served as the site for this study, there were specific themes during the week, with open maker days on the weekend. During data collection, five themes were observed: pollinators, hydraulics, open lab, squishy circuit, and stop-motion animation. All of the themes were organized in the same manner except the open lab,
which allowed visitors to come in and build/design/create without any prompts or focused activities. The typical organization started with an introductory activity to demonstrate the concept. That was followed by a second activity that involved the concept and some component of making. Finally, the visitors were given the opportunity to make their own creation as it related to the theme for the day. For example, during the squishy circuit week, visitors started with the introductory activity of learning about the difference between insulators and conductors. To do this, visitors approached the first work bench where a bunch of materials were laid out and they had to test different materials to see if they could make the light bulb light up. Once they had an understanding of insulators and conductors, they moved to the second station where they learned about conductive and inductive dough. They got to play with the dough and try it out in different circuits to see if they could tell which one was the conducting dough and which one was the insulating dough. Finally, they moved to the third station where they could use the dough to make their own creation with the goal of using the dough and LED lights to create something that would light up. The most popular creation was building a creature with eyes that lit up.

**Participant Selection**

Participants of this study included child-parent/guardian visitor pairs who choose to interact with the makerspace exhibit at a local children’s museum. Though children are required to have a parent or adult with them to interact with the exhibit, for the purpose of this study the “participant” was defined as the child visitor to the space. Therefore, engagement levels relate to the child, though parent-child interactions were prominent in the field notes. Consistent with the typical visitor age range for the museum,
most participants were between the ages of 3 and 10. Age was determined with the help of the facilitator of the space. As visitors entered the makerspace, the facilitator asked each visitor how old he/she was before explaining the instructions for that day’s activities. That allowed the researcher to record the exact age of the participant in the field notes. Data collection occurred in the summer, when the makerspace exhibit was open every Monday through Saturday, from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m. A total of 17 days of observations were conducted, for a total of 32 of the possible 51 hours, between June 18th and July 24th. Because of the intensive nature of data collection and observation for this instrument, a maximum of two visitors were observed at a time following the observation protocol. Participants were selected based on when they enter the exhibit. The first two visitors to enter the exhibit were observed. After one of those visitors left the exhibit, the next visitor to enter was observed as the next participant, and so on. For busier days, this method resulted in observations of a little more than 50% of the visitors to that space during the time in which observations were occurring. On slower days when visitors were entering the space and leaving before additional visitors came, it was possible to observe most if not all of the visitors. In total, 90 visitors were observed out of a possible 153 visitors (59%) to the space. Of the 90 participants, 51% were male and 49% were female. The majority of visitors (62.2%) fell in the child age range of 6-10 years old, followed by the young child age range of 0-6 years old (34.4%) and pre-teens in age range 11-13 (3.3%).

Observations

The initial observations on the first day of a new theme included extra attention to the process of the activities being conducted and the responses of the visitors to those
activities. On following days, observations were tailored more specifically to how the visitors were interacting with the exhibit activities. During the data collection process, the researcher had a copy of the observational framework in order to best align the engagement levels being observed with those that had previously been identified in the framework (which can be found in Table 2 on the following pages). As visitors participated in the makerspace activities, the researcher recorded any instances of engagement behaviors that aligned with the protocol. Once a visitor exhibited that engagement behavior, it did not need to be recorded again on the instrument, though it was recorded in the field notes. Once visitors left the makerspace, the researcher stopped recording data for the protocol as well as field notes. Each participant had a completed observation protocol as well as detailed field notes by the end of their visit to the space. The researcher was able to note which behaviors were unique and which were typical for the activity, which allowed further refinement of the field notes. Because of the nature of the exhibit and of the observation protocol, all activity from a visitor once they entered the space was observed until they left the space.

Field notes marked changes in activity and any important dialogue or body language that occurred during specific activities over the course of the observation. Essentially, from the moment the participant entered the space, the researcher began recording any dialogue or body language that was occurring in relation to the activity. The researcher also tried to note differences in the ways that facilitators presented the activities to the visitors, and any other interactions with other visitors or adults that occurred during the participant’s time in the makerspace. As the participant worked on his/her activities and projects, field notes were recorded every time a new task was
started or a shift in activity occurred. Observations that aligned with the protocol were also recorded in the field notes. The only information that was purposefully left out of the field notes related to specific details about the activities that were recorded for the first visitor of that activity and then only recorded again when there was a change. For example, field notes for visitor 30 describe the squishy circuit activities in detail but the rest of the visitors who completed the squishy circuit activities only had enough detail to refer back to the first description unless something changed in the process of conducting the activity.

**Instrument**

The observation protocol instrument used in this study was a Visitor Based Learning Framework developed by Barriault (1999) which categorizes students’ stages of learning as they engage with a museum exhibit. For this study, the focus was specifically centered on the makerspace exhibit. The development of the instrument, the observational behaviors that occur, and the reliability and validity of the instrument are discussed below.

**Development**

Initially developed in the late 1990s for use at Science North, a science center in Ontario, Canada, the Visitor Based Learning Framework (VBLF) has been used in science centers for more than a decade and is seen as “a practical tool for science center staff to easily understand the impact the exhibits have on visitors’ learning behaviors” (Barriault & Pearson, 2010, p. 98). Observational and interview data from science centers were used to empirically develop the levels of engagement and organize them in a way that reflected not only increased engagement but also increased depth of learning. Once
developed, the framework emerged as “an effective assessment tool for science center practitioners to evaluate the potential impact of exhibits on visitor learning” (Barriault, 2014, p. 24). The instrument was then used by Barriault and her colleagues over many years and continued to provide evidence of the learning impact of museum exhibits, which eventually led to its transition into a model to help practitioners assess and improve the impact of their exhibits by identifying areas where intervention may result in higher breakthrough levels of engagement. As a result, the instrument has been used by many other researchers and practitioners to evaluate learning impacts of exhibits and to train staff to identify learning behaviors (Harkins, 2011; Visscher & Morrissey, 2010). Most uses of this framework have taken place in a science center setting, though a modified version of the instrument was developed for use in zoos and aquaria (Barriault, 2014). However, this study uses the framework in a children’s museum exhibit setting, which is expected to be similar to most science center exhibits in its focus on hands-on, authentic learning experiences.

**Observational Behaviors**

The observation framework includes seven learning behaviors grouped into three categories reflecting increasing engagement. These categories are: initiation behaviors, transition behaviors, and breakthrough behaviors. Within the category of initiation behaviors, the researcher is looking for the behaviors of doing or of watching others engaging. These behaviors indicate that the visitor is taking preliminary steps toward meaningful engagement. As Barriault (2008) explains, these behaviors “enable visitors to ‘test the waters’ with minimal personal risk and provide an entry point into further learning opportunities offered by the exhibit” (p. 17). At the transition level, the research
is looking for the behaviors of repeating the activity or demonstrating a positive emotional response. These behaviors demonstrate increased engagement and show that the visitor has an increased level of comfort with the exhibit, which leads to more commitment and motivation toward learning (Barriault, 2008). Finally, the researcher is looking for behaviors of referring to past experience, seeking and sharing information, or being engaged and involved (i.e. testing variables, making comparisons, using information gained from the activity), all of which exhibit breakthrough behaviors. At this level, real learning can occur because the visitor has established a personal level of comfort allowing a free exchange of ideas and is demonstrating an acknowledgement of “the relevance of the activity, and the learning gained form the activity, to the individual’s everyday life” (Barriault, 2008, p. 18).

These observations are then quantified into what is described by Barriault (1999) as a Visitor Engagement Profile (VEP), in which the y-axis represents the percentage of visitors who engage in the learning behaviors on the x-axis. It is important to note that in all of these VEPs, the initiation behavior is at 100% because of the fact that only those who approach the exhibit are counted or observed. As Barriault (2008) explains, “The VEP is not intended to be a measure of the attracting power because of the challenge of assessing the reasons why particular visitors did not approach the exhibit. Instead, the VEP focuses our attention on the learning behaviors demonstrated by visitors once they have made the commitment to engage with the exhibit” (p. 20). While an ideal curve depends on the type of exhibit being assessed, Barriault (2008) explains that exhibits designed to involve visitors in hypothesis testing such as the makerspace should produce a VEP with at least 50% of visitors demonstrating breakthrough behaviors.
Table 2

*The Visitor Based Learning Framework from Barriault and Pearson (2010)*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Engagement Levels and Learning Behaviors</th>
<th>Types of Activity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Initiation</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Doing the activity</td>
<td>- in passing, not done completely;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- doing the activity somewhat completely;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- doing the activity completely without further exploration or testing variables.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Spending time watching others engaging in activity or observing the exhibit</td>
<td>- looking at the exhibit working, or someone doing the activity;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- watching the exhibit or person using the exhibit with expressed interest in the activity;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- interested in learning outcome or in learning the activity; visitor does the activity after observing.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Transition</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Repeating the activity</td>
<td>- doing the activity two to three times to attain desired outcome, to master exhibit’s function;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- enjoyment of the outcome;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- changing the variables once looking for a difference in outcome, becoming engaged and involved.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Expressing positive emotional response in reaction to engaging in activity</td>
<td>- smiling, pleased with exhibit;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- stronger signs of enjoyment such as laughter, verbal reference to enjoyment;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- obvious signs of eagerness to participate, excited disposition.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Breakthrough</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Referring to past experiences while engaging in the activity</td>
<td>- reference to past experience with exhibit or science center;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- simple reference to comparable experience in visitor’s life;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- reference to comparable experience in their life as well as making comparisons and deductions based on observations of similarities and differences.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Seeking and sharing information</td>
<td>- calling someone over to look at exhibit, or to ask them to explain an exhibit, asking questions to staff or family member without lengthy discussion or exploration of topic;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- reading signage, having conversations about exhibit and related science with staff or family member/friend;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- sharing experience with others by explaining the exhibit to them, giving them details about gained information and observations; discussions with staff or family member/friend.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Engaged and involved; testing variables, making comparisons, using information gained from activity</td>
<td>- engaging in inquisitive behavior, exploratory actions such as repeating the activity several times, reading signage, asking questions, remaining on task for 2-3 minutes;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- concentration and motivation are obvious; doing the activity as a means to an end, or meeting a challenge; length of interaction is significant, 3-5 minutes; outcome of result of activity is important;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- experimenting, testing different variables, looking for different outcomes; engages in discussion with others about the various outcomes; experience “flow;” involved in the activity for long period of time, i.e. more than 5 minutes.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The Visitor Based Learning Framework from Barriault and Pearson (2010) can be found in Table 2 above and shows the framework in detail, highlighting which activities represent each engagement level and learning behavior.

**Validity and Reliability**

Admittedly one of the areas of weakness of this framework is that the instrument has not been tested for validity and reliability. However, its continued and expanded use in the field of informal learning by both researchers and museum practitioners gives it increased credibility. This credibility establishes the instrument’s face validity, which has been shown from the repeated use of the instrument by museum educators and researchers in a variety of settings over the last decade. Additionally, empirical data were used to construct the learning behavior levels of the framework. In describing the instrument’s validity and reliability, Barriault explained:

> It is important to note that the learning behaviors and engagement levels in the instrument are a proxy for learning and an indication of engagement. Together, they serve as an assessment tool that measures the potential learning impact of the exhibits being observed. In other words, the occurrence of learning behaviors indicate that the conditions and opportunities presented by the exhibit are conducive to engaging visitors in a learning experience (C. Barriault, personal communication, April 28, 2015).

In this study, internal validity and reliability were addressed. According to Merriam (1998), “internal validity deals with the question of how research findings match reality” (Merriam, 1998, p. 201). For this study, internal validity was addressed through triangulation and long-term observation. Field notes helped with triangulation by providing contextualization of the observational data. Construct validity could also be established in this study given that the instrument
was aligned with empirical data on visitor engagement from previous studies (Barriault and Pearson, 2010). The field notes and observations conducted in this study demonstrated that engagement indicators and learning behaviors were consistent with those outlined in the Visitor Based Learning Framework. This consistency helps to establish construct validity through the use of convergent data analysis. Negative case analysis was used to ensure proper coding of data, which also helped to support construct validity.

Reliability generally refers to whether or not the results can be duplicated, but Merriam (1998) points out that, “reliability is problematic in the social sciences simply because human behavior is never static” (p. 205). Rather than think of reliability as the ability to duplicate the experimental results, instead more focus should be placed on the consistency of the results obtained by the data within the study (Lincoln and Guba, 1985). Trustworthiness helps with intra-rater reliability because of its focus on consistency in coding and data analysis. Repeated observations of the same phenomenon helped to increase the validity of the findings by allowing the researcher to continually re-evaluate engagement levels and notes of engagement throughout the data collection period to ensure consistency in applying behaviors to the participants. Observational codes were reviewed after every day of data collection. At the end of each week, codes were compared to the field notes to look for missing information or incorrect attribution of coding constructs, and then data were adjusted accordingly. This analysis was conducted for both the observational learning behavior codes as well as the
emergent coding of the data. This consistency in labeling and attention to detail increases the trustworthiness of the study.

**Data Collection**

Two methods of data collection were used for this study. The first was an observational engagement framework developed by Barriault (1999). The second method was detailed field notes collected during the observations. Data collection occurred during the operating hours of the museum over an extended period of time in the summer. The researcher conducted all observations. Because the makerspace exhibit had limited hours and days in which it was open to the public, a variety of times and days were observed in an effort to have as accurate a sample as possible. For example, weekday observations often only include visitors who are not in summer school or camps, whereas Saturday observations might see more school-aged children. A total of 17 days of observations were conducted, for a total of 32 of the possible 51 hours, between June 18th and July 24th. During that period of time, 90 visitors were observed out of a possible 153 visitors (59%) to the space. For each of these visitors, an observation protocol was completed alongside detailed field notes of that participant’s visit to the makerspace exhibit.

**Data Analysis**

The observation engagement data was compiled in Excel and then transferred to the Statistical Program for the Social Sciences (SPSS) data system for analysis. In order to answer the research questions posed in the study, descriptive data analyses such as means, standard deviations, frequencies, and percentages were conducted. Additionally, statistics such as two-way contingency table analysis using crosstabs and chi-square
analysis were run to determine correlations and statistical significance. These statistical tests were chosen because they follow nonparametric procedures. The crosstabs analysis was used to measure whether there was statistical significance between variables (i.e. initiation behavior, transition behavior, breakthrough behavior, gender, age group). The chi-square analysis was used to measure whether the proportion of individuals who fell into the engagement categories was equal to the hypothesized values, which are based on the average results from exhibits in which the observation protocol was used.

Field notes were collected, and direct dialogue was recorded when possible. The notes were reviewed and coded according to themes within each engagement level that emerged over the course of the observations. Initial coding themes focused on patterns of similarities and differences between male and female participants as well as young child and child participants. Additionally, because five different activities took place over the course of the data collection period, the researcher looked for themes within each of the activities. Field notes were also coded for specific examples and dialogue that aligned with the framework itself. Finally, themes emerged regarding facilitator/participant interactions as well as parent/child interactions and were coded thusly. Observer comments were interwoven with the field notes. Overall, a constant comparative method of data analysis was used, which focused on the “continuous comparison of incidents, respondents’ remarks, and so on, with each other” (Merriam, 1998, p. 179). The data analysis process occurred through three main elements. First, the data were sectioned into separate ideas or codes that each stood alone. For an example of a coded visitor activity, see Appendix B. Second, the coded data was separated into emergent categories, which can be found in Appendix C. These were categories that were seen in most of the data or
that had heavy emotional or factual influence, especially related to the quantitative data. Finally, negative case analysis was used, where alternative interpretations of the data were considered by testing the categories against new data (Lincoln & Guba, 1985). This process was not linear but rather recursive, meaning that as new data were generated, coding was compared and renamed or regrouped as necessary, a process known as bridging the data (Lincoln & Guba, 1985). For this study, coding was done by hand.

**Ethical Considerations**

Permission to use the space for research was obtained from the director of the museum by making a request through e-mail to conduct the study, and signage was posted during the study to indicate that observations were taking place. The appropriate ethical procedures were followed for this mixed methods research design study. All ethical procedures were outlined in the IRB protocol and were followed in the dissemination and data collection procedures of the observation protocol and field notes.

In addition, Gutwill’s (2002, 2003) method of implied consent was used for this study. The benefit of using implied consent through Gutwill’s posted-sign method is that it maintains anonymity, is less disruptive to participants, and has been successfully used in museums across the United States for decades. Federal guidelines require that in order for visitors to grant or withhold consent, they first must know that they will be recorded (or in this case, observed), understand how the observation will be used, and know that they may decline being observed (U.S. Office for Human Research Protections, 2009; Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, 1979). Since the mid-1980s, museum researchers have used the posted-sign method, inferring that if a visitor enters an exhibit area being studied, then that visitor has given their consent to be recorded/observed.
In a study by Gutwill (2003) examining the effectiveness of the posted-sign method at gaining consent, 197 visitors out of 200 (99%) knew they were being studied and understood that they were consenting to being videotaped. The three visitors who did not know they were being recorded indicated they were not bothered by it and would still enter the exhibit area anyway (Gutwill, 2003). This study took place at the Exploratorium in San Francisco, where the posted-sign method has been used effectively for implied consent for their broad audience of both children and adults.

For the purpose of this study, the researcher was observing participants in a museum makerspace exhibit. No verbal contact was made between the researcher and participants, and no identifying information was collected throughout the entire process. Therefore, participants remained completely anonymous to the researcher. Using a traditional method of informed consent would introduce unnecessary risk to the participant and could even been seen as intrusive and off-putting (Callanan, 2012). Furthermore, participants might “perform” for the researcher. Therefore, the use of implied consent through the posted-sign method was chosen because it made participants aware of the research and observations without intruding on their museum experience, and it provided a more natural environment for the observations to occur while still obtaining the consent of the participants.
CHAPTER IV
RESULTS, ANALYSIS, AND DISCUSSION

Results and Discussion

In the paragraphs that follow, results for each research question are presented, an analysis of data is conducted, and a discussion of the data in relation to the research question follows. Research question one explores engagement levels in the makerspace and is subdivided into the following categories: overall engagement, engagement by activity, and influences on engagement. Research question two explores the relationships between engagement level and age and between engagement level and gender. Finally, research question three explores how engagement levels in the makerspace compare to engagement levels in a traditional museum based on previous research.

Research Question One

The first research question was focused on answering at what levels children engage with the makerspace exhibit in the museum. Data from the observation protocol were used to create the Visitor Engagement Profiles (VEPs) and descriptive analyses were run using means, standard deviations, frequencies, and percentages. The field notes were used to contextualize the quantitative data.

Overall Engagement Level

As explained earlier, all visitors reached the initiation level of engagement because it was measured based on who entered the space. As a result, the frequency level
for initiation was 100%. Overall transition behavior levels were high in the makerspace, with a frequency of 65.8%. Breakthrough behavior levels overall were also high, with a frequency of 51.1%. Table 3 demonstrates the frequency with which each behavior level was reached.

Table 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Behavior Category</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Percent</th>
<th>Valid Percent</th>
<th>Cumulative Percent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Initiation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Does not exhibit</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exhibits</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transition</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Does not exhibit</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>34.4</td>
<td>34.4</td>
<td>34.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exhibits</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>65.8</td>
<td>65.8</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breakthrough</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Does not exhibit</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>48.9</td>
<td>48.9</td>
<td>48.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exhibits</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>51.1</td>
<td>51.1</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Engagement levels can also be broken down by each indicator within the three levels of initiation, transition, and breakthrough. A participant can exhibit more than one characteristic within each level of engagement, so the individual indicators may not equal the total number of participants. For example, with a sample of \( N=90 \), 84 participants exhibited the “doing the activity” initiation behavior and 61 participants exhibited the “observing others at the exhibit” initiation behavior. If a participant exhibits just one of these behaviors, then that participant is considered to have reached the initiation stage. The same is true for the transition and breakthrough categories. Within each engagement
level exists sub-categories of behavior that represent each level of engagement. Table 4 below demonstrates the frequency with which each individual behavior level was reached.

Table 4

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Behavior Category</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Percent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Initiation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doing Activity</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>93.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observing Others at Exhibit</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>67.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transition</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Repeating the Activity</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>44.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive Emotional Response</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>57.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breakthrough</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Referring to Past Experience</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>24.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seek/Share Information</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>16.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Involved/Engaged</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>36.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Individual Engagement Levels

Qualitative data showed that observations from the makerspace aligned well with the context-specific framework developed for science centers (see Chapter 3, Table 2). In the paragraphs below, the initial Visitor Based Learning Framework (VBLF) description is in italics and the specific observation example follows.

**Initiation.** The first engagement level used in the framework is the level of Initiation, which was reached by 100% of visitors and which consists of two components. The first behavior is *Doing the Activity* (observed in 93% of participants), which is marked by the following activities: in passing, not done completely; doing the activity somewhat completely; doing the activity completely without further exploration or testing
variables. Visitor 54, who reached only the initiation level, provides an excellent example of this behavior. Upon entering the makerspace, she waits briefly at the first station for a facilitator to come and explain instructions. When nobody shows up, she moves to the last station and begins playing with the dough. After a few minutes, she runs off to another part of the museum (McCubbins, field notes, July 10, 2015).

The second behavior is *Observing Others at the Exhibit* (observed in 68% of participants), which is marked by the following activities: *looking at the exhibit working, or someone doing the activity; watching the exhibit or person using the exhibit with expressed interest in the activity; interested in learning outcome or in learning the activity—visitor does the activity after observing.* This behavior could be seen in Visitor 20, who only reached the initiation level. He noticed some people in the exhibit and so came to the station to see what was happening. He observed the hydraulics activities, watching some visitors. He left and then returned to the exhibit after a few minutes. He then joined a group and followed them around as they did the activities, observing from the table (McCubbins, field notes, June 29, 2015).

**Transition.** The second level of engagement is Transition, which was reached by 66% of visitors and which consists of two components. The first component is *Repeating the Activity* (observed in 44% of participants), which includes the following types of activities: *doing the activity two or three times to attain a desired outcome or master the exhibit’s function; enjoyment of the outcome; changing the variables to look for a different outcome.* Visitor 53, who ultimately reached breakthrough levels, best exhibits these behaviors when participating in the squishy circuit activity. After learning about the difference between conductors and insulators, she begins testing different materials. She
sorts the materials into two piles. When she gets a conductor she says “yay” and places it into the conductor pile. When she gets an insulator she says “aww” or “bummer” and places it into the insulator pile. She continues this process until she has tested all of the materials (McCubbins, field notes, July 9, 2015).

The second component is *Expressing positive emotional response* (observed in 58% of participants), which includes the following activities: *smiling, pleased with exhibit; stronger signs of enjoyment such as laughter, verbal reference to enjoyment; obvious signs of eagerness to participate, excited disposition*. Visitor 36, who reached breakthrough levels, demonstrates this disposition in his comments during the squishy circuit makerspace activity. While testing different materials to determine whether or not they are conductive, he selected the bell and connected it to the circuit. The light came on and his face filled with an expression of awe. “It worked!” he exclaimed (McCubbins, field notes, July 7, 2015).

**Breakthrough.** The third level of engagement is Breakthrough, which was reached by 51% of visitors and which is represented by three components. The first component is *Referring to past experiences* (observed in 24% of participants), which includes the following activities: *reference to past experience with exhibit or science center; simple reference to comparable experience in visitor’s life; reference to comparable experience in their life as well as making comparisons and deductions based on observations of similarities and differences*. When entering the makerspace with her sister, Visitor 86, who reached breakthrough levels, recalled past information relating to the stop-motion animation activity. Her interaction with the facilitator is described below:

**Facilitator:** We are making movies today by taking a bunch of pictures and then putting them together really fast to make a video.
Girl: I do that!
Facilitator: You do?
Girl: Yes.
Facilitator: On the computer?
Girl: On paper.
Facilitator: Oh, like a flipbook?
Girl: Yes!

(McCubbins, field notes, July 24, 2015)

The second component is *Seeking and Sharing Information* (observed in 17% of participants), which can be seen in the following types of activities: *calling someone over to look at exhibit, or ask them to explain an exhibit; reading signage, having conversations about exhibit and related science with staff or family member/friend; sharing experiences with others by explaining the exhibit to them, giving details about gained information and observations.* During the squishy circuit activity in the makerspace, Visitor 29 demonstrated this level of breakthrough. After working for a while on her own in the space, she waved her mom over and went back to the first station. She started telling her mom what was happening with the materials and what she learned about insulators and conductors. She then took them with her to the next station and started explaining the conducting and insulating dough (McCubbins, field notes, July 6, 2015).

Finally, the third component is *Engaged and Involved* (observed in 37% of participants), which is represented by the following types of activities: *engaging in inquisitive behavior; concentration and motivation are obvious, length of interaction is significant; experimenting, testing different variables, looking for different outcomes.* This level of engagement is best represented by Visitor 13, who was engaged in the hydraulics activity in the makerspace. First, he began testing different variables with the syringe example by changing the amount of water in each syringe and changing the sizes
of the syringes. He also decided he wanted to see how many little syringes of water it would take to fill the big one. He made a prediction and then began testing his hypothesis. After continuing to explore the exhibit for an extended period of time, his grandmother said to the facilitator, “Obviously this has captured his attention,” (McCubbins, field notes, June 25, 2015). All of these examples provide insight into engagement behaviors for the makerspace overall, but we can also examine engagement levels for specific activities.

**Engagement Level by Activity**

Further analysis by activity can also provide information regarding engagement level. Five different activities were observed over the course of the research collection period; they were: Pollinators (N=9), Hydraulics (N=15), Open Lab (N=5), Squishy Circuit (N=37), and Stop Motion Animation (N=24). A detailed description of these activities can be found in Appendix D. Using a Visitor Engagement Profile (VEP), we can examine what engagement looked like for each of these activities.

**Hydraulics.** Figure 2 represents the VEP for the Hydraulics Makerspace activity. In this activity, only 26.6% of visitors reached the breakthrough level of engagement.
The frequency can also be examined within each behavior level reached for the hydraulics activity. These results can be seen below in Table 5.

Table 5

*Frequency of Individual Engagement Behavior Levels for Hydraulics Activity*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Behavior Category</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Percent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Initiation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doing Activity</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>86.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observing Others at Exhibit</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>53.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transition</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Repeating the Activity</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>26.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive Emotional Response</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>46.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breakthrough</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Referring to Past Experience</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>20.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seek/Share Information</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Involved/Engaged</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>26.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
When examining the qualitative data for the hydraulics makerspace activity, some interesting trends emerge. Overall, visitors who stayed at the exhibit had a fairly easy time shifting from initiation to transition because they were engaged in the syringe activity, which involved the use of hydraulics to move one syringe with water when the other was pushed. However, disengagement quickly occurred for the next activity, which focused on creating origami and then incorporating hydraulics in order to make components of the origami move. This was very confusing for both the visitors and the facilitators and often resulted in a lack of breakthrough behaviors. Visitor 14, for example, went to the origami station and starting making something there, and she also saw syringes and balloons and so attached those and played with them, but she never was able to connect the concepts together to fully complete the activity (McCubbins, field notes, June 25, 2015). As a result, she only reached the transition level of engagement.

The facilitators played a major role in the lack of breakthrough as well because of how they approached the exhibit. This will be described in more detail below, but Visitor 22 is an excellent example of this observation. Not only did the facilitator build the entire origami creation for Visitor 22, but when finished, she gave him markers and told him to color it rather than demonstrate how to incorporate hydraulics into the creation, which was the initial focus of the activity. As a result, the visitor got bored and left the exhibit without completing the activity, only reaching the initiation level of engagement (McCubbins, field notes, July 1, 2015).

**Squishy circuit.** The VEP for the Squishy Circuit Makerspace activity can also be examined. Figure 3 shows that 51.1% of visitors experienced breakthrough during the Squishy Circuit activity.
The frequency within each behavior level reached for the squishy circuit activity. These results can be seen below in Table 6.

**Table 6**

*Frequency of Individual Engagement Behavior Levels for Squishy Circuit Activity*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Behavior Category</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Percent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Initiation</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doing Activity</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>97.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observing Others at Exhibit</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>62.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Transition</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Repeating the Activity</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>59.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive Emotional Response</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>51.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Breakthrough</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Referring to Past Experience</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>29.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seek/Share Information</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>18.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Involved/Engaged</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>29.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Visitors to the Squishy Circuit activity experienced high levels of engagement based on the qualitative data, which accounts for the high breakthrough level for this exhibit activity. In particular, the activity which focused on using conducting and insulating dough was highly engaging because visitors could manipulate the dough and use knowledge from the previous activity about conductors and insulators to try and create a circuit. For example, visitor 26, who ultimately reached transition levels, began simply by observing others in the space. Once they moved to the dough station, she became involved, rolling her dough into a worm. The goal was to use the dough as a bridge to connect an LED to a battery and get it to light up. Her first worm did not work, so she decided to make a fatter worm. This time it worked, and she was pleased. She left the station but returned 20 minutes later to create more with the dough (McCubbins, field notes, July 6, 2015).

One issue that the quantitative data could not address but was revealed upon analysis of the qualitative data was that students seemed to develop some misconceptions about electricity and specifically conductors and insulators that went unaddressed during this makerspace activity. In the first activity of the squishy circuit exhibit, visitors are given a variety of materials and sort them into piles based on whether they are an insulator or a conductor. Often times, facilitators would encourage positive responses such as “yay” or “yes” when the LED worked (conductor) and negative responses such as “aww” or “bummer” when the LED did not work (insulator). Visitor 61 is a good example for how this language created a misconception with the visitor. Not only did she begin to use this language when testing her materials, but she came away with the impression that insulators are bad and conductors are good. This misconception, though
verbalized during the activity, was never corrected or addressed by the facilitator (McCubbins, field notes, July 10, 2015). This visitor only reached transition level behaviors.

**Stop motion animation.** Finally, the VEP for the Stop Motion Animation activity can be analyzed in Figure 4 below.

![Visitor Engagement Profile: Stop Motion Animation Activity](image)

*Figure 4. Overall VEP for stop motion animation makerspace activity*

This activity has a unique VEP in that more than 70% of visitors reached breakthrough behavior. One factor in this higher level of breakthrough was the emphasis on teamwork and planning in this activity, which often led visitors to pair up with each other and encouraged many of the breakthrough behaviors such as seeking/sharing information and referring to past experiences. Visitor 80, for instance, came into the exhibit on her own, but once she saw two other visitors also making characters, she decided that she wanted to make her movie with them. They joined together as a group and began discussing what background they wanted to use and what they wanted their
story to be about (McCubbins, field notes, July 22, 2015). This visitor reached breakthrough levels of engagement.

The frequency within each behavior level reached for the stop motion activity can be seen below in Table 7.

Table 7

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Behavior Category</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Percent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Initiation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doing Activity</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>95.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observing Others at Exhibit</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>95.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transition</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Repeating the Activity</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>37.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive Emotional Response</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>75.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breakthrough</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Referring to Past Experience</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>16.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seek/Share Information</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>20.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Involved/Engaged</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>62.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Also related to the high breakthrough levels for this exhibit was the fact that the focus on making a video often led to a lot of role-playing and acting-style conversations, especially from the young child category, and this ultimately resulted in the visitors staying actively engaged in the exhibit. For example, Visitor 73, who reached breakthrough levels, while waiting for his group to finish creating their characters, began playing with his character, making action noises and engaging the boy next to him (McCubbins, field notes, July 21, 2015). In another example, Visitor 87, who also reached breakthrough levels, decided that she and her group were going to use the pre-made Harry Potter characters for their stop-motion animation movie. They picked up
some of the characters and started talking in funny voices, playing out a skit with the characters. Later, once they finished the story, they exclaimed, “That is the end of our movie!” and took a bow. Then they clapped for each other and laughed. (McCubbins, field notes, July 24, 2015).

**Influences on Engagement**

Independent from a specific activity occurring in the makerspace but also influencing the engagement occurring within the exhibit were the roles that the parents and facilitators played throughout the learning experience, as well as the pedagogical approaches to the activities and the ways in which the space was laid out. These will each be described in more detail in the sections that follow.

**Influence of parental dialogue.** The parent was critical in encouraging persistence and breakthrough behavior based simply on whether they were communicating in a positive or negative way with their child. Positive dialogue often resulted in lots of questioning and critical thinking from the visitor, resulting in more engagement and an excited disposition. Visitor 90, for example, was participating in the stop-motion animation exhibit. After spending a half hour creating his characters and designing his movie timeline, his dad says “I’m getting excited to see this video you’re making.” These words of encouragement results in a smile from the boy and an increased focus on finishing the pictures and creating his movie (McCubbins, field notes, July 24, 2015). As a result, he reached breakthrough levels of engagement. Also participating in the stop-motion animation exhibit and also reaching breakthrough levels of engagement was Visitor 71, who received praise from her mother. “When you’re done being a genius, we have lunch over at the table.” The girl grinned and continued working on her project.
There were computer glitches, so she left to eat lunch while the volunteer worked on it and then returned to finish her movie (McCubbins, field notes, July 20, 2015).

Negative dialogue also had an influence on learning behavior, often resulting in a loss of interest and disengagement or moving on to the next exhibit. For example, Visitor 5, who only reached initiation levels, was creating a creature as part of the pollinator activity. He grabbed materials and glued them together. Then he looked for something to represent the eyes. “Maybe we can use this?” he said, asking his mom. “That would be ugly,” she says. The mom grabs some fabric, glues it on the creature, and then has the boy put the supplies away and they leave (McCubbins, field notes, June 18, 2015).

Visitor 1 also experienced negative dialogue from his mom during the pollinator activity, though he reached the transition level of engagement. He wanted to use some tools that were available in the space, but his mom said “They don’t want you to play with something sharp, put it back.” Even after the facilitator told her it was okay for him to use the tools, she said no. He looked around a little bit, did some of the activity, and then left the exhibit (McCubbins, field notes, June 18, 2015).

Time constraints also influenced learning with regard to parent dialogue. Many visitors who were engaged and approaching breakthrough level ended up not reaching breakthrough because their parent told them they had to leave or move on to another exhibit. Visitor 36, for example, was completing the squishy circuit conductor and insulator activity and was ready to move to the dough station. “Mom, I want to try this” he said. “We have 5 minutes,” replied the mom. “We have to go upstairs.” The boy then leaves and goes upstairs (McCubbins, field notes, July 7, 2015). Although this cut into his time in the exhibit, he still managed to reach the breakthrough level of engagement.


**Influence of facilitator.** Facilitators also had the ability to encourage or discourage breakthrough with their language as well as their knowledge and approach to the activity. During times when the facilitator used positive language by questioning or using scientific language, visitors were more likely to recall previous knowledge and experiment with the activities. For example, during the squishy circuit activity the facilitator greets Visitor 48 by saying “do you want to learn about electricity today?” to which the visitor responds “Sure.” Then the facilitator asks, “What do you already know about electricity?” From this point on, the visitor recalls prior knowledge and is engaged in trying to learn more to add to her existing knowledge about electricity and reaches breakthrough engagement levels (McCubbins, field notes, July 9, 2015). In another example, Visitor 86, who also reached breakthrough levels of engagement, is working on her stop-motion animation video. They have already created the pictures and loaded them into the software and are watching a preview of the video. The girl says she wants it to go a little bit slower, so the facilitator asks, “If the current frames per second are at 12, what should we change it to in order to make it go slower?” The girl thinks for a moment and then says, “Let’s try 10!” They try it and it works, and the girl is pleased” (McCubbins, field notes, July 24, 2015).

Also, the use of praise and encouragement from the facilitator was important in order to engage the visitor so that they could reach breakthrough levels of engagement. Visitor 82 is a perfect example of how praise and encouragement from both the parent and the facilitator can lead to breakthrough. Below is an excerpt of the field notes for Visitor 82, after she has entered the makerspace during the stop-motion animation activity and completed assembly of her character:

---

> **Visitor 82:** I’m really happy with my character. I think it’s going to be great in the animation. The facilitator said, “You’re doing a great job! Keep going!” I felt really confident and excited to try some new things. I added some more details to the character and then the facilitator asked, “What do you want to do next?” I told her I wanted to make it a little bit more complex. The facilitator said, “I think you’re ready for that! Let’s do it!” She helped me with some new elements and I was able to make the character look even better. I’m really grateful for her support and encouragement.” (McCubbins, field notes, July 21, 2015).
Facilitator: Do you want to make a movie now?
Girl: I don’t know.
Mom: Why don’t you try?
The girl makes some final touches on her character and then follows the facilitator into the space with the movie backgrounds.
Facilitator: Now, if you want, we can pick a scene for your movie, and you can pick any other characters you want to be in your movie with you. She picks up the Dumbledore and decides on her scene. The facilitator explains that it is really important to move the characters slowly for the pictures so it makes it look like they are moving. Then she asks,
Facilitator: Do you want them to have a dance party?
Girl: “Yes!”
…..(they work on the individual shots for the movie)…..
When they get toward the end, the facilitator asks,
Facilitator: What do you want to happen at the end?
Girl: They should all fall over!
Facilitator: that’s great!
They finish the pictures, then they go create the movie on the computer.
Another girl comes over to join them and see what the movie is about.
They laugh and watch the movie three more times before leaving.
(McCubbins, field notes, July 22, 2015)

This excerpt demonstrates how the parent and facilitator helped the visitor go from being nearly finished with her engagement (following the creation of her character) to re-engaging her in the activity to the point where she reached breakthrough levels of behavior.

Just as the positive dialogue and questioning can have a positive effect on engagement, negative dialogue, lack of interest, and lack of knowledge or attention from the facilitator can all have a negative influence on engagement. First, the qualitative data showed a few instances in which breakthrough was prevented because a facilitator discouraged visitors from trying something, usually because of time constraints of either the visitor or the makerspace. For example, Visitors 65 and 66 came in together and decided they wanted to build a birdhouse. After considering what materials they wanted to use, they began to assemble the wood for their birdhouse. The facilitator approached
them and asked how long they planned to spend in the makerspace because building with wood would take a long time. The girls decided they should look for different materials. They couldn’t find anything they liked so they abandoned their ideas for the birdhouse and left the space without doing any activities. As a result, these visitors only reached the initiation level of engagement (McCubbins, field notes, July 11, 2015).

Lack of interest from the facilitator also had a negative influence on engagement. This was especially apparent for the hydraulics activities. After the first two days of the activity, the facilitators seemed tired of the topic. They were no longer explaining the connection to hydraulics in each of the activity stations and instead seemed to be focused simply on getting visitors to the origami station where they encouraged them to sit there and create and color origami, which had nothing to do with the original hydraulics activity of creating moveable parts on the origami. This happened repeatedly and definitely influenced the ability for visitors to experience breakthrough behavior (McCubbins, field notes, June 29, 2015).

Finally, lack of knowledge and attention led to disengagement of visitors which prevented them from reaching breakthrough. This was especially a problem when there was one facilitator and a handful of volunteers running the makerspace. In many cases, the facilitator had the knowledge about the stations but did not communicate that to the volunteers very well. As a result, when exhibits were crowded or the facilitator was busy, visitors who were working with the volunteers were often left without core information needed to help encourage the breakthrough behaviors. The best example of the influence of facilitator lack of knowledge and attention is seen in the field notes for Visitors 73 and 74. The brother and sister came into the makerspace together to create their own stop-
motion animation video. Initially they were excited, adding designs to their characters and choosing their backgrounds. A facilitator introduced the activity to them and got them started, and then a volunteer followed them around as they selected their scene for their movie. The volunteer does not know how to set up the camera to take the pictures or how to assemble the movie, so they all wait for the facilitator to finish helping another person. The sister decides that she no longer wants to make a movie and leaves the space. The brother watches another group who has finished their movie and then leaves the space as well. At this point the facilitator is still helping another person and the volunteer still does not know how to run the activities. The end result was that both visitors only reach the transition level of engagement (McCubbins, field notes, July 21, 2015). The ability for the facilitator and volunteers to have both the content knowledge to guide the visitors through engagement as well as the time to help visitors when they get stuck is crucial for breakthrough behavior.

Influence of pedagogical approach. Perhaps the most important factor in determining whether a visitor will reach breakthrough levels of engagement or not is the pedagogical approach taken by the facilitator for the activity. This was most obvious in the squishy circuit makerspace activity. In the following excerpt from Visitor 30, who reached the breakthrough engagement level, the facilitator uses a more constructivist approach in teaching visitors about conductors and insulators as well as the connection to the dough being used in station two:

Facilitator: Today we are learning about electricity. Do you know anything about electricity?
Boy: Well I know it powers my video games.
Facilitator: Exactly! So, we have a wire and a battery and a lightbulb and when we connect them all together, it makes the lightbulb light up. Why do you think that is?
Boy: Because we connected the circuit.
Facilitator: Good, now I want you to take any of these materials and see if you can connect them to try and make a bridge to get the lightbulb to light up. (the boy starts grabbing some of the materials). Do you want to try the bell?
Boy: Yes
Facilitator: Okay touch the wire anywhere on the bell. Does the lightbulb light up?
Boy: Yes
Facilitator: We have a special word for that. We call that a conductor. Now try something that you think will not make it light up. (the boy grabs a piece of plastic and tests it).
Boy: This doesn’t work.
Facilitator: We have a special word for that too. It’s called an insulator.
...(the boy continues testing the remaining materials, discussing with his mom as he completes the activity. Then they move over to the dough station)....
Facilitator: We have two special kinds of dough. One is conductive and one is insulative. Can you make a circuit out of the dough?
The boy starts building with the dough. He connects two parts of the dough and makes the lightbulb light up. When he pushes the dough together, the light goes out, and when he separates them, the light comes on. The facilitator then directs him to the third station where he creates his own creature with eyes that light up. He finishes his creation and shows his mom. She takes information about how to make the dough at home and they leave the space.

(McCubbins, field notes, July 7, 2015)

This approach allows the visitor to be more engaged and maintain interest in the topic in order to reach breakthrough behavior. In the case of Visitor 46, however, the more didactic approach from the facilitator led to boredom and frustration, ultimately resulting in the visitor leaving the space. Though he is engaged, he does not reach full breakthrough levels because of this boredom and frustration.

Facilitator: We are doing some experiments with electricity today. What do you know about electricity?
Boy: I know it is electric.
He says he doesn’t know more information, though he is able to connect the light to the battery, so at least intuitively he knows about circuit in some sense. The staffer explains to him what conductors and insulators are and then tells the boy to sort the materials into two piles. When he finishes, he moves over to station two with the dough. He is watching
while the facilitator shows him the difference between the two doughs. Once they show him, he moves to the third station and starts building a creature. He is only using conductive dough, which means he did not remember or understand what the facilitator told him about the doughs in the second station. He does not know what to do next, or how to get things to light up. He seems confused about what is supposed to happen at the station. He decides to go play somewhere else and leaves.

(McCubbins, field notes, July 9, 2015)

Note that the pedagogies vary greatly between facilitators. In the first case, the facilitator had the visitor test one or two materials, observe the difference, and explain what was happening. Then the facilitator gave the visitor the terminology for what they were describing and had them sort the remaining materials into two piles based on these new definitions. Once the visitor moved to the second station, the facilitator challenged them to try and make a circuit using the dough, which led the visitors to experiment with the dough to figure out what would work. In the second case, however, the facilitator told them the definitions immediately and then had the visitor sort the materials based on those definitions. In the second station, the facilitator simply lectured that one dough would make the LED light up whereas the other dough would not. The facilitator did not use the terminology from the first activity and simply demonstrated for the visitor rather than letting the visitor try to figure out the difference between the doughs. This approach ultimately led the visitor to frustration and resulted in him leaving the space.

Influence of exhibit layout. Finally, the way in which the space was set up influenced engagement levels. In some instances, there were too many activities at once or resources were visible that were not available to use, which often led to disengagement of the visitor after she found out she could not use the materials she wanted. Visitor 78, for example, was working on her character for the stop-motion animation activity.

Another staff member from the museum came in and told the facilitator that she needed
some things made for another event that was happening later in the week. It required the volunteers to use a hammer, which made a lot of noise and was difficult to work alongside with. Not only did Visitor 78 leave the space, only having reached the transition level of engagement, but the noise attracted people to the space who thought they would get to make things with the hammer. The staff had to keep explaining that the activity was not the hammer but rather creating characters for stop-motion animation. A lot of visitors, especially male visitors, did not want to create “dolls” so they left the space (McCubbins, field notes, July 21, 2015). The facility itself was also problematic for some of the audience because of the height of the tables. Visitor 59 was very interested in the squishy circuit activity, but he was in a wheelchair and the height of the table was at his nose. This made it difficult for him to see or participate in any of the activities. He and his mom decided to leave and go to the next floor where they could paint and as a result, only reached the initiation level of engagement (McCubbins, field notes, July 10, 2015). As these examples demonstrate, even the layout and components of the space can influence the engagement behaviors that occur in the exhibit.

Research Question Two

The second research question was focused on answering what relationships exist between engagement level and age and gender. To answer this question, data from the observation protocol were used to run correlation and statistical significance tests with cross-tabs analysis. The field notes were used to contextualize the quantitative data. To address Research Question 2, the demographics were analyzed in relation to the engagement levels. In terms of demographics, 34.4% were classified as “young child,” meaning that they were between the ages of zero and six. Another 62.2% were classified
as “child,” which represented ages six through ten. Finally, 3.3% were classified as “pre-teen,” representing ages 11 through 13 (N=90). As explained in the methodology chapter, participant ages were determined by the exhibit facilitator who asked each visitor his age as he entered the exhibit. These frequencies can be seen in Figure 5 below. There was an almost equal split for gender, with males representing 51.1% of the participants (N=90).

These frequencies allow us to conduct a further analysis of engagement level by looking more specifically at trends among gender and age groups.

**Engagement Level by Gender**

An analysis of the overall makerspace engagement level by age group and gender was conducted. Figure 6 represents the VEP according to gender. As can be seen below, males and females were just as likely to engage in transitional behaviors, and males were more likely to engage in breakthrough behaviors overall than their female counterparts.
Although some differences were present, Table 8 below shows that the results were not statistically significant at the .05 level. Males and females were just as likely to exhibit transition behaviors and the difference was not statistically significant, Pearson $\chi^2 (1, N=90) = 0.005$, $p = 0.945$, Cramér’s $V = 0.007$. Males were also more likely to engage in breakthrough behaviors overall than females, though again the results were not statistically significant at the 0.05 level, Pearson $\chi^2 (1, N=90) = 3.586$, $p = 0.058$, Cramér’s $V = 0.200$.

Table 8

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chi-Squared Test Statistics and Significance for Learning Behaviors by Gender (df = 1)</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Pearson $\chi^2$</th>
<th>Asymp. Sig.</th>
<th>Cramér’s $V$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Overall Transition Behavior</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>0.945</td>
<td>0.007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall Breakthrough Behavior</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>3.586</td>
<td>0.058</td>
<td>0.200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breakthrough Behavior—Referring to Past Experiences</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>5.445</td>
<td>0.02*</td>
<td>0.246</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*p < 0.05
While none of the overall VEPs were statistically significant at the 0.05 level, some significance did emerge when the learning behavior categories were broken down into their individual components. A two-way contingency table analysis (see Table 8) found that the specific breakthrough behavior of referring to past experiences was statistically more likely to occur for males than it was for females, showing significance at the 0.05 level, Pearson $\chi^2 (1, N=90) = 5.445, p= 0.020$, Cramér’s $V = 0.246$. Of the 44 female participants, only six of them exhibited this breakthrough behavior, and fewer than half of the male participants exhibited that behavior. Figure 7 below shows the behavior of males and females in the “breakthrough-referring to past experiences” behavior category.
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*Figure 7. A comparison of gender and referring to past experiences breakthrough behavior*

An analysis of the field notes also gives us insight into the differences between male and female participants in terms of how they approached the makerspace exhibit.
activities. Both genders showed excitement, but their excitement stemmed from different areas. Females were more likely to show excitement when they were able to share their creations with others, in particular their parents. For example, after Visitor 81 finished constructing a necklace for her stop-motion animation character, she excitedly took her creation out of the exhibit in order to go show her parents before returning to finish the activity (McCubbins, field notes, July 23, 2015). Males, on the other hand, were more likely to show their excitement after accurately predicting what would happen in the activity. For example, Visitor 25, who reached breakthrough levels, showed lots of excitement during the squishy circuit activity when trying to determine how to alter his creation. After building multiple creations already out of conductive and insulating dough, this time he adds some LED lights as eyes, and the following exchange occurs:

He starts putting the wire to the dough to see the LEDs light up.

**Boy:** I wonder what would happen if I moved this here? He points to another section of the dough.

**Facilitator:** I don’t know what will happen. Why don’t you try it?
He waits for a battery and then tries it and gets both lights to light up.

**Facilitator:** It works!

**Boy:** Yes!
They take a picture and then he pulls the wires up, folds up the dough, and leaves.

(McCubbins, field notes, June 25, 2015)

Males exhibited more of this hypothesis-testing behavior, and the use of their prior knowledge to help determine what would happen next was often factor in their excitement.

Another difference between males and females in their behavior related to how they dealt with frustration and difficult tasks. Although males experienced more breakthrough overall, they were more likely to exit the exhibit when faced with difficult
or frustrating tasks. For example, Visitor 62 came to the makerspace during an open lab day and decided he wanted to make a robot out of wood. He first struggled with using the saw, and even after help from dad, he decided that wood was the wrong material. He then tried to create the robot out of cardboard and Styrofoam. This was also unsuccessful, so he decided to put his materials away. When the facilitator asked what he made, he tells her, “Nothing. I tried but it was really hard,” and then he left the exhibit (McCubbins, field notes, July 10, 2015). Females, however, were more likely to be patient and persist when confronted with frustration or difficult tasks. For example, during the squishy circuit activity, Visitor 40 experienced some frustration with creating her creature out of dough because she could not get the eyes to light up. Below is an excerpt of the dialogue between the visitor and her mom:

They move over to the other table to make their creatures. The girl is having trouble getting the eyes to light up, even though the LEDs are placed in the correct (conductive) dough. 
**Mom:** Does this work here?  
**Girl:** No. It’s not connected.  
They are still trying to get the eyes to light up.  
**Girl:** We need more dough.  
The girl goes to get more conductive dough and adds it to her creature. The eyes light up.  
**Girl:** It’s working!  
They continue building for about 20 minutes, creating something and then rolling it into a ball and redoing it again. They finish and then leave to go explore the rest of the museum.  
(McCubbins, field notes, July 7, 2015)

Although females were more likely to be patient and persistent, they were also more likely to disengage and leave the exhibit when given the option by the facilitators. Because the makerspace often had multiple activities happening at a time, all related to the same theme, the facilitators often used language that suggested visitors could continue to experiment at one station or move to the next. Based on the field notes, a
majority of the male visitors responded to that question by proceeding to the next station, whereas female visitors such as Visitor 15 were more likely to choose to leave the exhibit and go play in another area of the museum, only reaching the initiation level of engagement (McCubbins, field notes, June 25, 2015).

Finally, male and female visitors were different in that the male visitors exhibited greater instances of distraction by other things happening within the makerspace or the museum as a whole, based on field notes collected during the study. Visitor 44, for example, entered the makerspace to do the squishy circuit activity. He stayed engaged in the activity until he moved to the last station, at which point he noticed the wood and tools blocked off in a separate part of the makerspace. When he asks if he can play with the wood and tools, he is informed that those are not available in today’s activities. He decides to leave the makerspace and go to another exhibit (McCubbins, field notes, July 9, 2015). These kinds of distractions also led to the male visitors appearing bored or disengaged when they were observing rather than doing activities. For example, Visitor 69 was working with his sisters to create a stop-motion animation video. While constructing his character, he was engaged, but when they started to create the movie and only one person could take a picture or move the characters at a time, he became bored and decided to leave the makerspace (McCubbins, field notes, July 20, 2015).

**Engagement Level by Age Group**

Aside from the gender breakdown, we can also examine the VEP by examining the behavior breakdown based on age groups. In this analysis, the young child and child categories were comparable. In the transition category, those classified as “young child” (ages 0-6) were more likely to experience the transition learning behaviors than those
classified as “child” (ages 6-10), and those classified as “child” were more likely to experience overall breakthrough learning behaviors than those classified as “young child.” Figure 8 below represents the VEP according to age group.
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**Figure 8.** Overall VEP for learning behaviors based on age

Although the transition behavior category showed some difference between the “child” and “young child” age groups, Table 9 below shows that the results were not statistically significant, Pearson χ² (2, N=90) = 2.560, p= 0.278, Cramér’s V = 0.169. In the breakthrough category, “child” visitors were more likely to experience overall breakthrough learning behaviors than “young child” visitors, though the results were not statistically significant, Pearson χ² (2, N=90) = 3.319, p= 0.190, Cramér’s V = 0.192.

Table 9

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Visitor Engagement Profile: Age</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Pearson χ²</th>
<th>Asymp. Sig.</th>
<th>Cramér’s V</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Overall Transition Behavior</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>2.560</td>
<td>0.278</td>
<td>0.169</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall Breakthrough Behavior</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>3.319</td>
<td>0.190</td>
<td>0.192</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*p < 0.05
Correlation coefficients were also computed between age group, gender, and the three learning behavior categories. The results of the correlational analyses are presented in Table 10 below and show that only one of the correlations was statistically significant at the 0.05 level. In general, the results suggest that the five categories are not related, with the exception of transition and breakthrough behaviors, though there was some correlation between gender and breakthrough behavior. In the case of the relationship between transition and breakthrough behaviors, the results suggest that those who reach the transition level are statistically more likely to reach the breakthrough level than those who do not. This makes logical sense given that the transition level is often required in order to move from the initiation behavior level to the breakthrough behavior level.

Table 10

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Age Group</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Initiation Behavior</th>
<th>Transition Behavior</th>
<th>Breakthrough Behavior</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age group</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-0.013</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>-0.028</td>
<td>0.139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>-0.013</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>0.007</td>
<td>-0.200*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initiation</td>
<td>---*a</td>
<td>---*a</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Behavior</td>
<td>---*</td>
<td>---*a</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transition</td>
<td>-0.028</td>
<td>0.007</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.414*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Behavior</td>
<td>0.139</td>
<td>-0.200*</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>0.414*</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*p < 0.05 (2-tailed)
a. cannot be computed because at least one of the variables is constant.

When examining the qualitative data, some interesting distinctions emerge between the young child and child categories. First, young child visitors exhibited the “observing others” initiation behavior more than child visitors, who exhibited the “doing the activity” initiation behavior more frequently. In many cases, the young child visitor
watched as a parent completed an activity or built a creation, with the young child providing input along the way. In this way, the parent role is focused on completing the activity for the child while they watch. For example, during the pollinator activity, Visitor 2, who reached the transition level, was creating a butterfly. She watched as her dad glued things together. Occasionally, he would ask her “where do you want to glue this piece?” and she would respond by pointing to her creation. Finally, the dad asks “anything else?” and the girl decides she is finished (McCubbins, field notes, June 18, 2015). Visitors who fit into the child category, on the other hand, tended to complete the task themselves. If parents were involved, their role was to observe or to help with one part of an activity while the child visitor was engaged in another part of the activity. Rarely was the child visitor not engaged in that way. During the stop-motion animation activity, for example, Visitor 78, who reached breakthrough levels of engagement, was working on creating a character for her movie. Below is the exchange that occurred:

The girl comes in with her mom to create a character. The mom is cutting out the pieces while the girl decides what part of her character she is going to color.

**Girl:** I’m making Rapunzel.

She decides to take some yarn and braid it together to create the long hair.

**Girl:** Can you help me with her?

Her dad goes with her to the hot glue station so they can glue on some pieces to the character. She finishes gluing and then continues to work on her character while her dad takes a phone call. He comes back and asks,

**Dad:** What are you going to put on your character now?

She tells him she is adding purple. She looks around the table of materials, pensive, trying to decide what she is going to add next.

(McCubbins, field notes, July 21, 2015)
Another difference between young child visitors and child visitors was how they communicated while in the space. Field notes show that young child participants typically communicated with their parents or with the volunteers and facilitators within the space, whereas child participants tended to communicate with their peers. For example, Visitor 43, who reached breakthrough engagement levels, entered the makerspace to do the squishy circuit activity. He listened to an explanation of insulators and conductors and then began testing different objects to determine which category they fit into. When another visitor approached the station, he turned and started explaining what conductors were to the new person (McCubbins, field notes, July 9, 2015). Another difference in communication focused on the use of negative or fixed-mindset language among the child participants. Visitors made comments such as “this is going to be hard” (Visitor 40), or “I don’t know if I can do that” (Visitor 82), or “I’m not good at that” (Visitor 19). In some cases, the facilitator was able to encourage them to continue the activity and in other cases the visitor left to go explore the rest of the museum. None of this fixed mindset language was observed at the young child level.

**Research Question Three**

The third research question was focused on answering how the makerspace engagement levels in this museum compare to engagement levels in traditional museum exhibits. Data from the observation protocol were used to create the overall Visitor Engagement Profile (VEP) and chi-square analysis was run. The VEP was then compared to what the literature has determined to be the expected engagement level based on level of interactivity and previous studies using the observation protocol instrument. The field notes were used to contextualize the quantitative data. Based on previous research from
museums in Canada and the U.S. over the last decade, exhibits which are designed to involve visitors in hypothesis testing and meaning making should produce a VEP with at least 50% of visitors demonstrating breakthrough behaviors (Barriault, 2008). Although makerspaces have not been included in previous studies since they focus on traditional museum and science center settings, makerspace activities often center around hypothesis testing and meaning making; therefore, we would expect a VEP with 50% breakthrough behavior or higher. In fact, that is exactly what the data shows. Figure 9 represents the overall VEP, demonstrating that initiation was the most frequent form of engagement, followed by transition and then breakthrough. Over 51% of participants reached the breakthrough stage of engagement.
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**Figure 9.** Overall VEP for the makerspace exhibit

Finally, one-sample chi-square analyses were conducted for the overall breakthrough behavior level for the makerspace as a whole as well as three of the
individual activities. The hypothesized proportion of visitors that should reach breakthrough was 50%, or 0.5, based on the literature (Barriault, 2008). Table 11 shows the chi-square test statistics for the overall breakthrough category as well as the breakthrough level when separated based on the three activities with the most participants (hydraulics, squishy circuit, and stop-motion animation).

Table 11

| Chi-Squared Test Statistics and Significance for Learning Behaviors ($df = 1$) |
|-----------------------------------|---------|--------|---------|--------|
|                                  | $N$     | Does Not Exhibit (observed) | Exhibits (observed) | Chi-Square | Asymp. Sig. |
| Breakthrough Behavior            | 90      | 44     | 46      | 0.044   | 0.833      |
| Breakthrough-Hydraulics          | 15      | 11     | 4       | 3.267   | 0.071      |
| Breakthrough-Squishy Circuit     | 37      | 18     | 19      | 0.027   | 0.869      |
| Breakthrough-Stop Motion Animation| 24      | 7      | 17      | $4.167^*$| 0.041      |

*p < 0.05

Although the overall makerspace exhibit did have more than 50% breakthrough, with 46 out of 90 visitors exhibiting breakthrough behaviors, the results were not statistically significant, $\chi^2 (1, N=90) = 0.044, p= 0.833$. However, when we look at specific activities, we can see that for the Stop Motion Animation activity, the results were statistically significant, $\chi^2 (1, N=24) = 4.167, p= 0.041$. The effect size of 0.174 indicates that the observed frequencies for breakthrough behavior during the stop motion animation activity deviated slightly from the expected frequencies in a positive direction, meaning that visitors were statistically more likely to exhibit breakthrough behavior for this activity than the predicted level of 50%. While the sample sizes of individual activities are small, this analysis indicates that the type of activity occurring within the makerspace can influence the amount of breakthrough behavior that visitors experience.
Summary

Both quantitative and qualitative data were used to answer three research questions related to engagement levels in a children’s museum makerspace. The first research question was focused on answering at what levels children engage with the makerspace exhibit in the museum. Data from the observation protocol were used to create the Visitor Engagement Profiles (VEPs) and descriptive analyses were run using means, standard deviations, frequencies, and percentages. The field notes were used to contextualize the quantitative data. The VEP for the overall makerspace ($N=90$) showed that 51.1% of visitors reached the breakthrough level of behavior, and 65.8% reached the transition level.

Individual makerspace activities were also analyzed. The VEP for the Hydraulics activity ($N=15$) showed just 26.6% of visitors reaching breakthrough level. Qualitative data demonstrated that breakthrough was difficult because parts of the activity were confusing and facilitators often did a poor job of encouraging breakthrough behaviors by the visitors, which led to boredom and eventually exiting the exhibit. The VEP for the Squishy Circuit Activity ($N=37$) showed that 51.1% of visitors reached breakthrough levels of behavior. Qualitative data demonstrated that visitors experienced high levels of engagement due to the immersive nature of the stations for this activity. It also showed, however, that misconceptions were also an issue with this exhibit, and that the inquiry style of learning resulted in those misconceptions going unaddressed during the visitor experience. The VEP for the Stop Motion Animation Activity ($N=24$) showed over 70% of visitors reached the breakthrough level. Qualitative data showed that teamwork, role-playing, and planning in this activity were crucial, and these qualities helped to support
higher levels of breakthrough by encouraging visitors to seek/share information with each other and refer to past experiences.

Overall, engagement was also influenced by the type of dialogue used by parents and facilitators. Positive dialogue, which included words of encouragement and questions prompting further thought and discussion, often led to higher levels of engagement. Negative dialogue, on the other hand, often led to disengagement and a loss of interest in the exhibit. Facilitators also influenced engagement based on whether they used scientific language, whether they had the content and pedagogical background to run the activity, and whether they themselves were engaged in the activities that they were running. Finally, the space itself influenced engagement. When there were extra distractions in the museum, visitors were less likely to remain in the exhibit and reach breakthrough.

The second research question was focused on answering what relationships exist between engagement level and age and gender. To answer this question, data from the observation protocol were used to run correlation and statistical significance tests with cross-tabs analysis. The field notes were used to contextualize the quantitative data. Young children (ages 0-6) made up 34.4% of visitors, whereas children (ages 6-10) made up 62.2% of the visitors. The remaining visitors were classified as pre-teen (ages 11-13). Of the 90 participants, 51.1% were male. Overall, males were more likely to engage in breakthrough behaviors than females, though the results were not statistically significant. Males were statistically more likely at the 0.5 level to demonstrate the “referring to past experiences” behavior than females.

Qualitative data showed that both genders showed excitement but in different ways. Females were more likely to show excitement when sharing their creations with
others, especially their parents. Meanwhile, males exhibited more hypothesis-testing behavior, and the use of prior knowledge to help determine what would happen next was often a factor in their excitement. Males and females also handled frustration and difficult tasks in different ways. Males were more likely to exit the exhibit when confronted with a difficult task or frustration, whereas females were more likely to be patient and persistent. However, when given the option to stay and explore or leave, females were more likely to leave the exhibit.

Aside from gender, the VEP according to age showed that young children were more likely to exhibit transition behaviors but children were more likely to exhibit breakthrough behaviors, though the results were not significant. Correlation coefficients showed a statistically significant relationship between transition and breakthrough level behaviors, meaning that those who reached the transition level were statistically more likely to reach the breakthrough level. Qualitative data suggested that young children were more likely to observe the activity rather than do the activity. Young children were also more likely to communicate with their parents or the facilitators compared to children visitors who were more likely to communicate with their peers. Finally, children visitors were more likely to use fixed-mindset or negative language while in the exhibit.

The third research question was focused on answering how the makerspace levels in the museum compare to engagement levels in traditional museum exhibits. Data from the observation protocol were used to create the overall Visitor Engagement Profile (VEP) and chi-square analysis was run. The VEP was then compared to what the literature has determined to be the expected engagement level based on level of interactivity and previous studies using the observation protocol instrument. The field
notes were used to contextualize the quantitative data. Previous research shows that exhibits like a makerspace which are designed to involve visitors in hypothesis testing and meaning making should produce a VEP with at least 50% of visitors demonstrating breakthrough behaviors (Barriault, 2008). In this research, the VEP for the overall makerspace was 51.1% of participants exhibiting breakthrough behaviors. While this was not statistically significant, it did match the hypothesized portion of visitors to reach breakthrough. Among the individual activities, stop motion animation demonstrated statistical significance with breakthrough behaviors, meaning that visitors were statistically more likely to exhibit breakthrough behavior for this activity than the predicted level of 50%. Qualitative data suggested that the observations from the makerspace aligned well with the context-specific framework developed for science centers.
CHAPTER V
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Overview of the Study

Measuring the impact of informal learning environments can be very difficult because instruments tend to be developed for the formal learning environment and so are not always as effective in an informal setting. Yet museums often base exhibit decisions on feedback from visitors or parents, or on trends in other museums (Family Learning Forum, 2013). This is the case with makerspaces, which have been growing in popularity and are increasingly being added to museums, libraries, and schools (Broadbean, 2014). As the makerspace movement continues to grow, it is important to identify whether there are useful benefits for including makerspaces, which tend to be a resource- and time-intensive exhibit in Children’s Museums (Halverson & Sheridan, 2014). Given the relatively new inclusion of makerspaces in Children’s Museums and the lack of research that currently exists, a number of questions arise. Understanding the level of engagement with the makerspace will help us to better understand how learning might be occurring in museum makerspaces and provide guidance for future exhibits to be effective without the need for programmatic and staff-intensive scaffolding. Additionally, understanding how demographic characteristics such as age and gender influence engagement outcomes will provide insight into the need for potential interventions or models for success. Therefore, the purpose of this concurrent mixed methods study was to better understand engagement
and learning by converging both quantitative and qualitative data. In the study, an observation protocol developed by Barriault and Pearson (2010) known as the Visitor Based Learning Framework (VBLF) was used to measure the engagement levels of children in a museum makerspace. At the same time, field notes were collected to explore the context in which this engagement takes place. The following research questions were used to guide this study:

1. At what levels, based on the VBLF, do children engage with the makerspace exhibit in the museum?
2. What relationships exist between engagement levels and age and gender?
3. How do makerspace engagement levels compare to average engagement levels of traditional museum exhibits?

This study used a mixed methods design to examine children’s engagement levels and science learning when they participate in a makerspace exhibit. In the case of this study, mixed-methods is necessary in order to provide context to the quantitative data collected from the observation protocol. The instrument used in this study was a Visitor Based Learning Framework developed first by Barriault (1999) and then revised by Barriault and Pearson (2010), which categorizes students’ stages of learning (whether they are at the initiation, transformation, or breakthrough stages of learning) as they engage with a museum exhibit.

For this study, the focus was specifically centered on the makerspace exhibit. The observation engagement data was compiled in Excel and then transferred to the Statistical Program for the Social Sciences (SPSS) data system for analysis. In order to answer the research questions posed in the study, descriptive data analyses such as means, standard
deviations, frequencies, and percentages were conducted. Additionally, statistics such as two-way contingency table analysis using crosstabs and chi-square analysis were run to determine correlations and statistical significance. These statistical tests were chosen because they follow nonparametric procedures. The crosstabs analysis was used to measure whether there was statistical significance between variables (i.e. initiation behavior, transition behavior, breakthrough behavior, gender, age group). The chi-square analysis was used to measure whether the proportion of individuals who fell into the engagement categories was equal to the hypothesized values, which are based on the average results from exhibits in which the observation protocol was used.

Field notes were collected, and direct dialogue was recorded when possible. The notes were reviewed and coded according to themes within each engagement level that emerged over the course of the observations. Initial coding themes focused on patterns of similarities and differences between male and female participants as well as young child and child participants. Additionally, because five different activities took place over the course of the data collection period, the researcher looked for themes within each of the activities. Field notes were also coded for specific examples and dialogue that aligned with the framework itself. Finally, themes emerged regarding facilitator/participant interactions as well as parent/child interactions and were coded thusly.

Summary of Findings

Both quantitative and qualitative data were used to answer three research questions related to engagement levels in a children’s museum makerspace. The first research question was focused on answering at what levels children engage with the makerspace exhibit in the museum. The VEP for the overall makerspace (N=90) showed
that 51.1% of visitors reached the breakthrough level of behavior, and 65.8% reached the transition level. Individual makerspace activities were also analyzed. The VEP for the Hydraulics activity (N=15) showed just 26.6% of visitors reaching breakthrough level. Qualitative data demonstrated that breakthrough was difficult because parts of the activity were confusing and facilitators often did a poor job of encouraging breakthrough behaviors by the visitors, which led to boredom and eventually exiting the exhibit. The VEP for the Squishy Circuit Activity (N=37) showed that 51.1% of visitors reached breakthrough levels of behavior. Qualitative data demonstrated that visitors experienced high levels of engagement due to the immersive nature of the stations for this activity. It also showed, however, that misconceptions were also an issue with this exhibit, and that the inquiry style of learning resulted in those misconceptions going unaddressed during the visitor experience. The VEP for the Stop Motion Animation Activity (N=24) showed over 70% of visitors reached the breakthrough level. Qualitative data showed that teamwork, role-playing, and planning in this activity were crucial, and these qualities helped to support higher levels of breakthrough be encouraging visitors to seek/share information with each other and refer to past experiences.

Overall, engagement was also influenced by the type of dialogue used by parents and facilitators. Positive dialogue, which included words of encouragement and questions prompting further thought and discussion, often led to higher levels of engagement. Negative dialogue, on the other hand, often led to disengagement and a loss of interest in the exhibit. Facilitators also influenced engagement based on whether they used scientific language, whether they had the content and pedagogical background to run the activity, and whether they themselves were engaged in the activities that they were running.
Finally, the space itself influenced engagement. When there were extra distractions in the museum, visitors were less likely to remain in the exhibit and reach breakthrough.

The second research question was focused on answering what relationships exist between engagement level and age and gender. Young children (ages 0-6) made up 34.4% of visitors, whereas children (ages 6-10) made up 62.2% of the visitors. The remaining visitors were classified as pre-teen (ages 11-13). Of the 90 participants, 51.1% were male. Overall, males were statistically more likely at the 0.05 level to demonstrate the “referring to past experiences” behavior than females. Qualitative data showed that both genders showed excitement but in different ways. Females exhibited “seeking and sharing” behavior by showing excitement when sharing their creations with others, especially their parents. Meanwhile, males exhibited hypothesis-testing behavior, and the use of prior knowledge to help determine what would happen next was often a factor in their excitement, based on the field notes.

Males and females also handled frustration and difficult tasks in different ways. The majority of visitors to exit the exhibit when confronted with a difficult task or frustration were males. Females were observed to have more patience and persistence when confronted with a difficult task or frustration. However, when given the option to stay and explore or leave, the field notes show that females were more likely to leave the exhibit than their male counterparts. Aside from gender, the VEP according to age showed that young child visitors exhibited transition behaviors more than child visitors, but child visitors exhibited breakthrough behaviors more than young child visitors, though the results were not significant. Correlation coefficients showed a statistically significant relationship between transition and breakthrough level behaviors, meaning
that those who reached the transition level were statistically more likely to reach the breakthrough level. Qualitative data suggested that young child visitors exhibited the “observe the activity” initiation behavior whereas child visitors exhibited the “doing the activity” initiation behavior. Young child visitors also communicated with their parents or the facilitators more compared to child visitors, who were more likely to communicate with their peers based on field notes taken during the study. Finally, of the visitors who used fixed-mindset or negative language while in the exhibit, the majority were in the child age group.

The third research question was focused on answering how the makerspace levels in the museum compare to engagement levels in traditional museum exhibits. Previous research shows that exhibits like a makerspace which are designed to involve visitors in hypothesis testing and meaning making should produce a VEP with at least 50% of visitors demonstrating breakthrough behaviors (Barriault, 2008). In this research, the VEP for the overall makerspace was 51.1% of participants exhibiting breakthrough behaviors. While this was not statistically significant, it did match the hypothesized portion of visitors to reach breakthrough. Among the individual activities, stop motion animation demonstrated statistical significance with breakthrough behaviors, meaning that visitors were statistically more likely to exhibit breakthrough behavior for this activity than the predicted level of 50%. Qualitative data suggested that the observations from the makerspace aligned well with the context-specific framework developed for science centers.
Conclusions

One of the many challenges for museums is to find ways to encourage breakthrough behaviors in order to increase engagement. This is true whether it is an art museum or a science center or a children’s museum. The observation protocol developed by Barriault (1998) has been used effectively for over a decade in a science center to measure engagement levels for exhibits. That information was then used to modify or update existing exhibits in order to create more breakthrough levels (Barriault & Pearson, 2010). This study used the instrument in a children’s museum makerspace in order to measure engagement levels in the makerspace exhibit, the influence of age and gender on engagement, and whether or not engagement levels were as expected for this type of exhibit based on previous research.

The study showed that while breakthrough engagement was where it was expected to be based on previous research, at more than 50% of the visitors entering the space reaching breakthrough engagement levels, the results for this study were not statistically significant. However, qualitative data helped provide insight into factors that influenced breakthrough levels, such as parent dialogue, interest in the activity, and facilitator knowledge. What this demonstrates is that similar to traditional museum exhibits, some activities in the makerspace will bring a majority of participants to the breakthrough level while others will not. Therefore, the findings also show that while this instrument can determine the effectiveness of individual makerspace activities in allowing participants to reach breakthrough engagement levels, it cannot determine the effectiveness of the makerspace overall without consideration for the individual activities taking place and other critical factors that are not assessed by the instrument.
This study is consistent with the literature in terms of understanding the learner and understanding the museum setting. Research shows that learner motivation is a key component of the learner experience because it influences a visitor’s engagement and interest (Paris, 1997). This study showed that visitors who were not motivated by or interested in the makerspace activities did not engage past the initiation level of engagement. Research also shows the importance of positioning the learner as a way to develop self-identity and persistence in learning (Bricker & Bell, 2014). This study demonstrated that positive dialogue, whether from a facilitator or parent, was critical in encouraging persistence and breakthrough behavior within the makerspace. With regard to understanding the museum setting, research shows that the design of the exhibit can influence the visitor experience (Barriault & Pearson, 2010). In this study, visitors who were not able to access the tables in the makerspace or who were distracted by other sections of the space that interfered with the learning environment did not reach breakthrough levels of engagement. Finally, there is no shortage of research on the critical role that the facilitator plays in the learning process of a museum exhibit, and this study provides even further evidence on how the facilitator can influence engagement simply by the ways in which she communicates with the visitor.

Implications and Strategies

Understanding how children are becoming engaged outside of the formal education environment is even more important given that high-stakes testing has led to a narrowing of curricular content, fragmentation of subject-area knowledge, and increased reliance on teacher-centered pedagogies (Au, 2007). This can be accomplished by examining the level of engagement and learning that takes place within the makerspace to
help us better understand how learning might be occurring in museum makerspaces and to provide guidance for future exhibits to be effective without the need for programmatic and staff-intensive scaffolding. Additionally, understanding how demographic characteristics influence engagement and learning outcomes will provide insight into the need for potential interventions or models for success. Museum staff who are already running makerspace programs, as well as those who are considering the addition of a makerspace to their museum, will find this study most beneficial. The paragraphs that follow will further explore the implication for museum educators and the implications for practice.

**Implications for Museum Educators**

As with any research study on museums, the reader ultimately wants to know the answer to one question: what should museums do with this research? For this study, the answer is relatively simple. The study shows that the observation protocol used in this study can determine the effectiveness of individual exhibit activities in terms of visitor engagement within a makerspace exhibit. Museum educators should use this information to help evaluate their own exhibits. When applied to a museum setting, this protocol can help educators identify strengths and weaknesses within exhibits. This information can then be used to highlight the positive engagement taking place and address the areas that need to be improved, whether that means re-evaluating a specific activity or changing the aesthetics or any other variety of exhibit improvement. Furthermore, the instrument protocol, when coupled with observations, can help museum educators determine the best forms of facilitation for the activities, which can help with training and professional development of museum staff members and the museum educators themselves. Not only
is this process effective for any museum exhibit, but it is also useful in the context of makerspaces. Given that many museums are adding makerspaces without much knowledge of what will and will not be effective in the space, this instrument is crucial in order to run a successful exhibit and can provide great insight for planning purposes for museum educators.

**Implications for Practice**

The benefits of this observation protocol in practice are obvious. The instrument does not require extensive training in order for a researcher to be able to use it. It also does not require a lot of money to use the instrument in order to collect and analyze data. For small museums who cannot afford to hire external researchers or spend hours training their own employees, such an assessment tool is not only useful but a welcome change. Museums, evaluators, or other staff members can use this instrument without much training and collect a lot of information about how their visitors are engaging with their exhibits, which then allows them to adjust their programming accordingly. Because of this, the instrument ranks high in terms of practicality and effectiveness. Yet, issues still exist with using the instrument in practice.

The observation protocol used in this study was a great tool for determining engagement of the individual activities, but it failed to illuminate the importance that parent and facilitator interaction played in getting the participants to those higher engagement levels. It also failed to account for the importance of proper facilitator content and pedagogical knowledge in order to effectively run an exhibit activity. Children’s museums who want to include makerspaces as part of their exhibit offerings should consider that these spaces do not yet engage young children and children at the
breakthrough level in a way that is statistically significant. Museums should also consider that engagement is dependent upon how facilitators and parents interact with the child visitor to the space.

Furthermore, the gender barrier that is presented is a problem. Because females are less likely to reach breakthrough behavior levels than their male peers, and increased effort should be placed on removing this gender barrier. Facilitators should focus not only on getting girls into the space, which they seem willing to do on their own given the even split between male and female participants, but they should also encourage them to persist in what they are doing and recognize that they can use the tools and materials in the same way that their male peers can.

Finally, given that parent dialogue was also critical to the engagement level of the child, parents should be provided with clear guidelines from the facilitators in regards to how they should interact with their child while in the makerspace in order to achieve the highest learning behavior possible. This includes appropriate ways to question as well as using positive dialogue and knowing when it is and is not appropriate to help a child with a project. These findings demonstrate a need to further explore the ways in which parent-child and facilitator-child interactions affect engagement in museums. If these issues can be addressed, museums will be able to look to makerspaces as a prime example of how to achieve breakthrough learning behaviors among its visitors.

**Recommendations for Future Research**

Because makerspaces vary in their purpose and focus of activities, it would be difficult to find an instrument that would be effective in every makerspace. This study found that this observation protocol developed by Barriault (1999) was able to determine
whether or not a makerspace activity was effective in allowing participants to reach that breakthrough level, but results depended on the individual activity. Therefore, it cannot at this time be used effectively to examine makerspaces overall without consideration for the individual activities taking place and other critical factors that are not assessed by the instrument at this time. For makerspaces that operate within museum, school, or other public settings, this instrument should be considered as a way to determine which activities will be effective in the makerspace setting. For more traditional makerspaces in which visitors determine their own activities based on their interests without facilitation from others, further study is needed to determine whether an instrument such as the observation protocol used in this study would be effective in that setting.

In conclusion, developing effective tools for informal learning environments is crucial to understanding the learning that takes place in these settings, since it is often influenced by factors other than what traditional formal assessment tools measure. The observation protocol used in this study was effective in measuring engagement but did not provide enough insight into why breakthrough behavior was not reached by more visitors. When individual activities were analyzed both quantitatively and qualitatively, it became clear how important the facilitator and parent were to the visitor reaching breakthrough behaviors. This study shows that makerspaces have the potential to provide high levels of breakthrough, but they cannot reliably do so without appropriate training for the facilitators in both content of the exhibit and appropriate pedagogical strategies. Since these spaces are often run by volunteers or part-time staff who may or may not have a background in education and pedagogical strategies, this presents a difficult dilemma for many museums.
Future research should focus on how museums can implement appropriate training programs for their facilitators in order to improve their ability to run effective exhibits with high levels of breakthrough. The children’s museum setting and makerspaces are also worthy of further study given that their exhibits and activities tend to be highly interactive, which should result in higher breakthrough levels of engagement. While this study fell short in terms of statistical significance for breakthrough, its significance for museum educators and for how the instrument is used in practice cannot be ignored. Museum educators can benefit greatly by using the findings in this study to shape their concepts and activities within their own makerspaces. Additionally, the study showed that this instrument was an effective tool in practice because it did not require extensive training or money, two components that small museums often lack, in order to collect and analyze the data.

Finally, future research should examine the gender barrier that exists in makerspaces in particular. Qualitative and quantitative data from this study both highlighted the skew of the makerspace setting toward male participants. Though there were almost an equal number of males and females participating, the males were more likely to reach breakthrough levels of engagement. Makerspace activities as well as the design of the space, which often consisted of workbenches, tools, and carpentry materials, could have created a hidden bias towards boys. This is something that facilitators and museums should be aware of, and it is a definite area for future research. Looking forward, the observation protocol has great potential for children’s museums and makerspaces in terms of identifying exhibits which need intervention in order to operate at the highest level of breakthrough possible, but these interventions can only be effective
if we have a better understanding of some of the components that influence breakthrough behavior in these spaces.
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**Visitor Learning Behaviors Observation Plan**

Exhibit: ______________________  Time: ______________________
Date: ______________________  Observer: ______________________

YC = young child (0-6)  T = teen (14-19)
C = child (6-10)  A = adult (20-64)
PT = pre-teen (11-13)  S = senior (65+)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Visitor Information</th>
<th>Initiation Behaviors</th>
<th>Transition Behaviors</th>
<th>Breakthrough Behaviors</th>
<th>Field Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#</td>
<td>Subject Description</td>
<td>Age</td>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>Doing Activity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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APPENDIX B

MAKERSPACE CODED FIELD NOTES

FOR VISITOR 13
Visitor 13 (YC/M)

Kid was here last week for the pollinator experiment. Returned this week to see what was new. How do I do this? He says. The volunteer explains what is happening. He takes the hydraulic system in his hands and moves both sides of the syringe. And you can keep exploring says the volunteer. I want to try it with the big one says the boy. He replaces the small syringe with a big one. Okay, says the adult, now push this one. He does. Wow says the boy. It just keeps working. That is what we call hydraulics says the volunteer. Well that is an excavator and that is a chair says the boy. Yes, says the volunteer. All of these machines move for us using hydraulics. He goes back to playing with the syringe, trying different combinations of small and big ones. Can you push the air out of this one, he says. Sure, says the volunteer. The adult watches. Uh oh, there is still some water in here. What do you think will happen? says the adult. He is trying to pull the end out of one of the syringes that is connected to the one with water. I don't know he says. Well let's find out she says. He puts a full big one onto a small one. Boy I think I should get some tubing and stuff for home says the adult to the volunteer. The kid continues to play. The kid puts the tube in the beaker and then pushes the syringe to empty the water. Good job says the adult. Very smart, she says. Now he is transferring water from one beaker to another by adding it to a syringe and then releasing it into another beaker. They have moved away from the topic of hydraulics. For now. That's all they can take because this one is full, he says. Okay, I sent mom a picture and told her you are learning about hydraulics, says the adult. So you used a little one, and it didn't really fill up the big one did it? says the volunteer. How many times do you think it will take the little one to fill the big one? she says. I don't know he says. Do you have a guess or prediction? she says. He seems reluctant to guess. It is okay if your guess isn't right she says. We are going to test it out. I'm going to guess 7 she says. Okay, I guess 3 he says. Great, let's try it. He proceeds to add three small syringes of water to the big one to see if it will fill the big one. He continues to fill the big syringe. You are already at 5 says the volunteer. Keep going says the adult. How many have we added now says the volunteer? We had 5 and we added 1 more. How many is that? He looks confused.
Want to count my fingers she says? yes, he nods. He counts and then he says 6. We need one more he says. He keeps adding. You guessed 7 he says. Yes, but it is still not full says the volunteer. They keep adding, up to 10. Wow, he says. So, one big one is the same as 10 little ones says the adult. Yeah, he says. That was a lot of water. I want to do all of them, he says. You guys can keep exploring however long you want says the volunteer. If you are ready to move onto the next activity we can do that, but let him explore however long he wants says the volunteer to the adult. Obviously this has captured his attention says the adult, referring to the hydraulic system example. He continues to play with the water and syringes. Hey, he says to the volunteer, guess what! The thing just popped out! (referring to the back of the syringe). Oh no! Why do you think that happened? says the volunteer? I'm not sure he says. Do you need more tubes, asks the volunteer? Yeah, he says. Then he pushed the tube and the back of the syringe popped off. They all jumped. Wow, did you know it would do that? says the volunteer? no he said. Did you know water could be that strong she says? No! he exclaimed. Because it was full and you were pushing it, there was pressure building up and it had nowhere to go so it pushed the back off the syringe, said the volunteer. It's like a water dart gun he said. Yeah, she says. He emplices it a little then connects a tube and another syringe and is back to exploring the hydraulic system example. He grabs the extra tubing. I'll put this one on these, he says, and I'll try this one on these. He has three systems going at the same time. Okay, says the adult, let's try one more. Last time. I think we should empty them (the syringes) into there (the bucket of water) and then go find something else to do says the adult. Okay, he says. They move to the origami station. A new volunteer takes a syringe and attaches it to the origami. What we do here is we use hydraulics to make the origami move he says. The syringes back pops off, and the boy says "that's what happened when I was over there (points to hydraulic system station)". So, says the volunteer, you can make some origami and then use hydraulics to make it move. Do you want to try? sure, says the boy. Had trouble with the origami, so he ended up leaving for another activity.

facilitator supports learning
positive reaction, engaged
concentration & motivation
communicate w/ facilitator questioning

positive forl. language
scientific language
making connections
repeated behavior
different outcomes

frustration = exit
the exhibit
APPENDIX C

LIST OF EMERGENT CODES

WITH COMMENTS
**Behavior Levels represented significantly:**
(in the coding and themes below, “V” stands for “visitor”)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Initiation Level 1</th>
<th>V54, V66, V64, V77</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Initiation Level 2</td>
<td>V2, V5, V17, V26, V61, V81, V22, V33, V63, V41, V20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transition Level 3</td>
<td>V2, V14, V26, V53, V72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transition Level 4</td>
<td>V4, V73, V80, V86, V3, V13, V36, V63, V15, V90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breakthrough Level 5</td>
<td>V48, V86, V13, V32, V29, V75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breakthrough Level 6</td>
<td>V14, V61, V80, V13, V45, V29, V88, V11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breakthrough Level 7</td>
<td>V3, V13, V40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Activity-specific patterns:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity-based themes for Hydraulics</th>
<th>Easy shift from initiation to transition because of the syringe activity, but disengagement quickly after for the origami activity (V14, V22), no connection to overall concept—instead just trying to move people through the activities (V17, V22, V16)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Activity-based themes for Squishy Circuits</td>
<td>Lots of engagement with the different types of dough (V26). Misconceptions are easy to emerge and often went unaddressed (V61). Visitors sometimes get bored if working in groups because they cannot directly experiment (V32). Lots of opportunities for scientific method during insulator/conductor activity (V38) Obvious influence of different pedagogy models on engagement (V30, V31, V46)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activity-based themes for Stop-Motion Animation</td>
<td>Activity required lots of teamwork and planning and often saw visitors pair up with other visitors to work together (V70, V80, V85). Also because of the focus on making a video, it often led to a lot of role-playing and acting-style conversations, especially from the young child category (V73, V80, V87, V88, V72)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Parent/Child patterns:**

- **positive dialogue** results in lots of questioning/critical thinking and engagement and an appreciation for effort (V2, V9, V3, V45, V63, V15, V52, V71, V90)
-negative dialogue results in loss of interest and/or disengagement or moving onto the next exhibit (V5, V86, V36, V85, V28, V84, V1, V50), especially when time is an issue. -parent encourages misconceptions and misrepresentations of science (V22)

Facilitator patterns:
- facilitator questioning leads to engagement of the visitor and recall of prior knowledge (V14, V48, V61, V81, V86, V32, V36, V10, V18) except when it is done in a way to discourage visitors from trying something, especially due to time constraints (V66)
- lack of facilitator guidance or knowledge can result in disengagement/misconceptions or even prevent breakthrough moments, and waiting for staff attention/assistance often leads to boredom and eventually the visitor leaving the exhibit (V14-hyd, V70-stopmotion, V73-stopmotion, V80-stopmotion, V16-hyd, V53-squishy, V30-squishy)
- facilitator/staff lack of interest (V17-hyd)
- facilitator use of scientific language and praise/encouragement aids in reaching breakthrough by helping to encourage experimentation (V13, V67, V82-re-engagement leads to breakthrough, V27)
- poor planning of space by having too many activities at once or resources out that are not available to use (V78) or resources that are not accessible to all visitors (V59)

Young Child/Female themes:
- lots of observing others (specifically a parent) doing the activity (V2)
- parent help is different than parent doing because it maintains engagement (i.e. sometimes the parent just starts doing all the work and the kid watches vs. other times when the kid asks the parent for help and the parent continues to question how the kid wants it instead of just doing it how they would do it) (V5, V73)
- excitement at the process and/or finished product, with the desire to share with others, especially parents (V5, V81, V86)
- trial and error lead to success and persistence (V14, V86)

Young Child/Male themes:
- desire to share creation with parents or siblings (V32, V33, V45)
- bored or disengaged when not participating directly (parents/staff/other visitors are doing the activity) (V32, V51, V69)
- excitement at the process, positive reinforcement when hypothesis testing (V55)
- parent help allows the visitor to be creative while the adult assembles the pieces of the creation (V63)
**Child/Female themes:**

- **communication with peers** during activity and to share creation (V8, V39, V78)
- **problem solving, decision-making and persistence** were important, as well as patience (V10, V40, V67, V68, V71)
- when given the **option to disengage**, she does (V15, V52)
- **parent help** is limited to assistance in creating materials rather than actually having parent do the work for the visitor (V39, V78, V88) or the child does not want parent help at all (V67)
- child uses negative/**fixed mindset language** (V40, V41, V82)
- **nonverbal** communication with staff and facilitators (V41)
- use of **pre-made characters** (V67, V71, V87)
- **create own characters** (V68, V75, V82, V83, V88)

**Child/Male themes:**

- **communicating with peers, explaining or sharing information** (V1, V11, V43)
- positive response after **successful hypothesis testing** (V11, V25, V27, V57)
- **Distraction from task** leads to disengagement, lack of involvement or interest in the purpose of the activity (V12, V44, V49)
- **trouble/frustration with task** leads to visitor leaving the exhibit (V18, V31, V44, V46, V62)
- child uses negative/**fixed mindset language** (V19)
APPENDIX D

DESCRIPTION OF MAKERSPACE ACTIVITIES

BY THEME
Pollinators
This makerspace theme consisted of two activities. In the first activity, a facilitator talked with the visitor about what pollinators are and how they can take nectar and move it to other flowers. They demonstrated this by having visitors try to use a straw to lift a sugary liquid from one container to another. Then visitors moved to the second activity, which allowed them to create their own version of a pollinator with the makerspace materials. In this case, there was no specific function to their creation except to resemble a pollinator. For example, many visitors chose to make bees or butterflies.

Hydraulics
This makerspace theme consisted of three activities. In the first activity, a set of books was placed on top of a small sized trash bag. The visitors used straws to blow air into the bag and try to lift the books. The facilitator talked to the visitor about this being an example of hydraulics. They talked about other real life examples such as elevators. Then visitors moved to the second activity. In this activity, visitors used two syringes that were connected to each other with a tube. One syringe was filled with water and the other was left empty. The visitors pushed on the water-filled tube to try and move the other end of the syringe. In later days, they used the movement of the empty syringe to push a cup across a line. Finally, in the last activity visitors could create an origami animal and then try to use balloons and syringes to use hydraulic concepts to move a part of the animal. For example, visitors might use a syringe to inflate a balloon and move the ears of a dog up and down.

Open Lab
This makerspace theme was more traditional to makerspaces. Visitors entered the space and had a series of workbenches with tools such as saws, hammers, etc. They had access to all of the materials in the space, including wood, electronics, cardboard, etc. There was no specific topic—visitors could come in and build whatever they wanted as long as time and materials allowed.

Squishy Circuits
This makerspace theme consisted of three activities. In the first activity, a variety of conductive and insulating materials were laid out on the table. Visitors started at this activity and used a battery and wires to connect each material to see if the lightbulb would light up. Sometimes the facilitator told them the difference between conductors and insulators and then had them test the materials. Other times the facilitator waited for the visitor to discover the difference and then told them the terms. Visitors then sorted the materials into a pile of conductors and a pile of insulators. At the second activity, two
types of dough were on the table. One dough was conductive and the other was an insulator. Again, visitors used a battery and wires to try to use the dough and light up the lightbulb. Finally, at the last activity, visitors could use both the conductive and insulating dough to build their own creation. They were also given LEDs with the goal of trying to get some part of their creation to light up. For example, visitors might build a creature with eyes that light up.

**Stop-Motion Animation**

In this makerspace activity, visitors entered the space to find printed 11x17 background scenes from Harry Potter standing up on the tables. In front of the backdrops were pre-assembled Harry Potter characters attached to small stands which allowed them to stand up in front of the backdrops. At another table were blank characters that visitors could color and then assemble with brads to create their own characters. The table also had access to other makerspace materials such as crayons, hot glue guns, feathers, etc. Visitors entered the space and chose whether they wanted to use pre-assembled characters or create their own. Once they had their characters, they choose a backdrop for their story. A facilitator then explained that they would create a stop motion animation video by taking a series of pictures and having the characters make small movements so that when the pictures were put together, it would look like the characters were moving. Facilitators used old donated cell phones to take the photos and emphasized the importance of keeping the camera at the same height and location the whole time. Once the visitor finished with the pictures, the images were imported into a program called Monkey Jam. Visitors could manipulate the frames per second to speed up or slow down their movie. After giving the movie a title, it was saved and then later uploaded to the museum’s YouTube channel for visitors to access at a later date.